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Introduction

Introduction
In 2009 a Turkish immigrant attacked his wife in Austria. The lenient sentence he
received from a jury of lay assessors was widely discussed. The media attention it attracted
even spread to Germany. The Turkish husband had attacked his wife with a knife and stabbed
her multiple times in the head, neck and chest. Then he hit her with a steel tube until a man
stopped him. The wife was severely injured and barely survived. What caused the commotion
was that the jury of lay assessors convicted him of attempted manslaughter instead of
attempted murder resulting in a much more lenient sentence, i.e. six years in prison, than a
conviction for murder would have entailed. The jurors justified the lenient sentence with the
offender’s cultural background and the prosecution argued that immigrants find themselves
relatively often in particularly difficult life situations which, promoted through their ethnic
background, could lead to acts committed under the influence of emotion (Frank, 2010). The
media called the lenient sentence and its justification an act of positive discrimination.
Although the lay assessors’ lenient sentence for the Turkish offender might seem
surprising and counterintuitive at first, such leniency in the punitive reactions of lay people
for outgroup offenders is more common than expected. The present dissertation aims to offer
an explanation for such leniency. In order to do so, it brings together two areas of research
which have not taken notice of one another so far: retributive justice and benevolent
discrimination. The core assumption of this novel approach is that group members (the
ingroup) treat offenders from other groups (outgroups) leniently in order to protect their group
against the threat of appearing prejudiced and to maintain a positive social identity. By
treating the outgroup offender leniently, ingroup members can demonstrate their benevolent
intentions towards the outgroup and avoid discrimination claims. This explanation could also
apply in the case of the Turkish husband: The jurors were reluctant to punish him too harshly
to avoid being accused of prejudice and discrimination. They solved this issue by explicitly
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taking his cultural background into account and assigned an extra-lenient sentence. In the
following, I will refer to this leniency as “patronizing leniency” (PL) to account for the
strategic character of such outgroup leniency and the possibility that it reflects ingroupserving goals instead of honestly positive intergroup behavior (Gollwitzer, Keller, & Braun,
2012).
Probably the most famous example for such a case of outgroup leniency is reported in
the bible: The New Testament describes the custom that the Romans in ancient Jerusalem
granted the Jewish people the release of a prisoner on the day before Passover (Mark 15:6
New International Version; Matthew 27:15; John 18:39). This custom can be considered a
relatively simple and low-cost way for the Romans to demonstrate their benevolence and
pacify the Jews. The fact that the Jewish people could choose who was released shows that it
did not matter to the Romans which crime the perpetrator had committed but that it was rather
the magnanimous gesture that counted.
The goal of this dissertation is to elaborate this new conceptualization of outgroup
leniency and provide empirical evidence for it and its strategic character. In the following, I
am going to give a brief overview over the two areas the present research is rooted in:
retributive justice (Section 1) and benevolent discrimination (Section 3), delineate where the
present research is located in these domains, and how it can contribute to them. Then I will
further outline the concept of leniency for outgroup offenders (Section 2), its strategic
(Section 4.1.1) and patronizing character (Section 4.1.2) and its consequences for the
outgroup (Section 4.2).

1 Retributive justice
The urge to punish deviants is deeply rooted in human nature and punishment is meted
out even if it is costly for the person assigning the punishment (Fehr & Gächter, 2002). Lay
6
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persons’ punitive attitudes and their notion of what constitutes a fair punishment are examined
in the area of retributive justice. Research on retributive justice tries to find an answer to the
questions of why and how people punish. To answer the first question, psychologists drew
from moral philosophy’s two main approaches to explain the human urge to punish:
retribution and utilitarianism. Utilitarianism dates back to Jeremy Bentham (1748 – 1832). Its
principal proposition is that punishment should never be an end in itself but should serve to
prevent further harm by deterring the offender and other potential offenders from committing
another crime in the future. In contrast, retributivism, represented by Immanuel Kant
(1797/1968), is based on the just deserts principle: Punishment should restore justice by
imposing a punishment on the offender that is proportionate to the harm caused by the
offense.
Empirical research on whether lay people endorse retributivism or utilitarism found
that, - when asked directly, - they endorse all of them (Darley, 2002; Doble, 2002). However,
when the preference for punishment goals is assessed indirectly, results show that lay people’s
punitive attitudes follow the retributive stance (Carlsmith, 2006; Carlsmith, Darley, &
Robinson, 2002; Keller, Oswald, Stucki, & Gollwitzer, 2010). For instance, when they are
asked to rate a punishment, their ratings are influenced predominantly by factors representing
retributivism such as magnitude of harm compared to factors representing utilitarianism such
as the publicity of crime and punishment.
Recently, research on retributive justice has focused more on the social context and
how it influences lay people’s punitive attitudes. Okimoto and Wenzel (Okimoto & Wenzel,
2008, 2010; Wenzel, Okimoto, Feather, & Platow, 2008) emphasize the relevance of the
social context in their theory of restorative and retributive justice by proposing that the two
main functions of punishment are a) to restore the (group)values that have been harmed
through the offense and b) to restore the power/status of the victim and the community. Thus,
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these authors define the appropriateness of a sentence based on the group context in which the
offense took place. The question of how factors of the social context influence sentencing
decisions and punitive attitudes is further discussed in Sections 1.1 and 4.1.2.
The second big question which retributive justice deals with is how people punish:
Which sentence do they prefer and how harsh should the sentence be? Which factors affect
people’s sentencing decisions? This is where the present research can be located since it
offers a further contribution to the answer of this question.
With the advent of restorative justice as an alternative to retributive justice,
researchers have started examining whether and when lay people prefer restorative forms of
sanctioning to punitive forms. Restorative justice procedures focus on repairing the harm the
offense caused to the victims, the community and the offender (Braithwaite, 2002). Tony F.
Marshall defined restorative justice as “a process whereby all the parties with a stake in a
particular offence come together to resolve collectively how to deal with the aftermath of the
offence and its implications for the future” (p. 37; cf. Braithwaite, 1999, p. 5)”. The sanctions
resulting from restorative justice procedures for the offender are mainly community service,
working for the victim(s) or compensation. In contrast, punitive or retributive sanctions are
assigned unilaterally by an authority (e.g. a judge) with the main goal to make the offender
suffer for what he or she did. Fines, admonishment and confinement are typical forms of
punitive sanctions. Support for restorative sentencing is particularly strong for less serious
offenses (Gromet & Darley, 2006) and offenses that do not involve violence (Roberts &
Stalans, 2004), for juvenile offenders, first-time offenders and ingroup offenders (Wenzel,
Okimoto, Feather, & Platow, 2010). Restorative sanctions are less strongly supported by
upper-class rank people and people who hold essentialist beliefs (Kraus & Keltner, 2013).
In addition to the preferred form of sanctioning, a multitude of studies in retributive
justice research has explored the factors affecting lay people’s sentencing decisions and the
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severity of the sentence they recommend. These factors can be categorized into characteristics
of the person judging, characteristics of the sentencing situation, characteristics of the offense
and characteristics of the offender. The characteristics of the person judging that have been
examined are for instance need for cognition (Sargent, 2004), self-construal (Gollwitzer &
Bücklein, 2007), authoritarianism (Feather & Souter, 2002) or social dominance orientation
(Kemmelmeier, 2005, Mitchell & Byrne, 1973). The characteristics of the sentencing situation
which prior research has examined were among others the sentencing situation per se, such as
archive studies (Taylor & Hosch, 2004) vs. mock juror studies (Sommers & Ellsworth, 2000,
2001) vs. online studies using short scenarios and automatic/intuitive vs. deliberative decision
making (Oswald & Stucki, 2009). The examined characteristics of the offense were, for
example, severity of the offense (McFatter, 1982), victimless offenses vs. inter- and
intragroup transgressions (Okimoto & Wenzel, 2010) and guilt probability (van Prooijen,
2006). Finally, the characteristics of the offender that have been examined were whether it
was a first-time offender vs. recidivist (Gollwitzer & Keller, 2010), an ingroup vs. outgroup
offender, a high vs. low status offender (Fragale, Rosen, Xu, & Merideth, 2009) or the
offender’s gender, age and attractiveness. This enumeration, which is far from exhaustive,
intends to give a short overview over the variables research on retributive justice has
considered when examining lay people’s sentencing decisions. For the purpose of the present
research I will focus on factors of the social context, namely the offender’s group
membership, the status of the judging person’s ingroup and the offender’s group as well as the
stability of this status differential.
1.1 Sentencing decisions and the social context
In his seminal text on retributive justice, Vidmar (2002) pointed out that “It seems
clear that concepts like group cohesion and social comparison processes are very important in
understanding how people respond to real-world violations of norms and values. Studies of
9
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retributive justice need to focus on these phenomena.” (p. 308). In line with Vidmar’s appeal,
one of the basic propositions of the present research is that factors of the social context
determine which function of a sanction (e.g., status protection) is dominant.
In the following, I will give a brief overview about the theoretical frameworks
explaining the influence of the offender’s social category on sentencing decisions and review
the empirical findings of this research. Then I will add a new theoretical perspective by
describing the concept of PL and elaborate on how it complements and extends previous
research.
1.2 The offender’s group membership
There are two main approaches explaining the influence of the offender’s social
category on sentencing decisions: Ingroup bias and the black sheep effect (BSE). Although,
they come to contradicting conclusions they are both derived from social identity theory (SIT,
Tajfel & Turner, 1979, 1986). According to SIT, people have a personal identity and a social
identity. The social identity is the part of their identity that is formed by their membership in
social groups. The main proposition of SIT is that people are motivated to maintain a positive
social identity since they derive part of their self-esteem from their social identity. Now there
are different strategies to maintain a positive social identity when punishing ingroup and
outgroup offenders: favoring the ingroup offender by punishing him leniently (ingroup bias)
or protecting the ingroup’s norms and image by punishing the ingroup offender extra harshly
(BSE).
1.2.1 Ingroup bias
The most obvious and straightforward way to maintain a positive social identity is to
favor ingroup members and treat them better than outgroup members. This strategy has been
examined from different perspectives in research on retributive justice. Firstly, it was
explained from the stance of evolutionary psychology. Lieberman and Linke (2007) pointed
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out that ingroup members are treated better than outgroup members because they are valued
more by other ingroup members since they can profit more from them regarding mating,
friendship and trade than from outgroup members.
Secondly, as mentioned above, it was investigated in the framework of SIT where it
was referred to as ingroup bias (Feather & Souter, 2002; Taylor & Hosch, 2004): People aim
to set the ingroup positively apart from the outgroup by favoring the ingroup offender and
denigrating the outgroup offender through a harsh punishment (Feather & Souter, 2002).
Thirdly, the ingroup favorability strategy was also scrutinized in the context of
research on juror behavior. Here it was termed “similarity-leniency hypothesis” by Kerr,
Hymes, Anderson, and Weathers (1995). They took Davis, Bray, and Holt’s (1977) liking
leniency hypothesis which suggested that well-liked defendants are sentenced more leniently
by jurors than disliked defendants and integrated it with the established relationship between
similarity and attraction. The similarity leniency hypothesis proposes that the more similar
juror and defendant are the higher is the probability that the juror recommends a lenient
punishment.
Finally, ingroup favorability can also be considered as a form of negative
discrimination or racial bias when put in the context of ethnicity. Research on the offender’s
social category was therefore particularly strong in the US expedited by the issue of race in
the court room.
Accordingly, empirical evidence for the ingroup bias stems mainly from research on
race in the court room like Sommers and Ellsworth’s (2000) or Kerr et al.`s (1995) mock juror
studies (see also Mitchell, Haw, Pfeifer, & Meissner, 2005; Sweeney & Haney, 1992). On a
different note, Graham, Weiner, and Zucker’s (1997) analysis of the public responses to O.J.
Simpson’s case show that the ingroup bias does not only apply for Whites (see also Skolnick
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& Shaw, 1997): Black Americans were more lenient in their punitive reactions to O.J.
Simpson who was accused of murdering his ex-wife and her friend than White Americans.
Additional research shows that the ingroup bias also emerges in other intergroup contexts than
race such as religion (Kerr et al., 1995) or family and acquaintances (Lieberman & Linke,
2007).
1.2.2 Black sheep effect
People’s motivation to maintain a positive social identity could also lead to the
contrary effect: Ingroup offenders are treated more harshly than outgroup offenders. In
contrast to the ingroup bias as the easiest and most straightforward strategy Marques, Yzerbyt,
and Leyens (1988) referred to ingroup harshness as a “sophisticated form of ingroup
favoritism.”
The term black sheep effect was introduced by Marques et al. (1988) and refers to the
phenomenon that ingroup members are judged more extremely than outgroup members:
Likeable ingroup members are evaluated more positively than likeable outgroup members and
unlikeable ingroup members are evaluated more negatively than unlikeable outgroup
members. Initially, research on the BSE focused on how ingroup members assign positive or
negative traits to in- and outgroup deviants (see Abrams, Marques, Bown, & Henson, 2000;
Marques, Abrams, & Serôdio, 2001). However, the deviants in these studies did not deviate
by committing offenses but deviated in terms of attractiveness and performance (Marques et
al., 1988). Only later, the BSE was transferred to the domain of moral judgments and judicial
decision making (Kerr et al., 1995; Vidmar, 2002; van Prooijen, 2006, 2009).
Punishing an ingroup offender harshly can help to preserve a positive social identity
for different reasons. Firstly, an ingroup deviant reflects poorly on the ingroup and poses a
threat to its positive image (van Prooijen & Lam, 2007). By punishing the offender severely,
the ingroup can distance itself from the offender and communicate that “we are not like this
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person, we respect the norms and values.” For particularly severe offenses the ingroup can
even exclude the offender (Eidelmann, Silvia, & Biernat, 2006) and emphasize that “this
person is not one of us” (Gromet & Darley, 2009).
Secondly, the offense committed by the ingroup member usually represents a violation
of a generic norm. This is at least true for the offenses investigated in the present research. A
generic norm is a norm that is valid on a societal level, i.e. a general standard of conduct that
applies to all groups. According to Marques et al. (2001) and the model of subjective group
dynamics an ingroup member violating a generic norm jeopardizes the ingroup’s positive
social identity because it alienates the ingroup from the superordinate group, for instance
society as a whole, by reducing the normative fit between both groups.
Thirdly, the ingroup member’s offense represents more than just a wrongdoing to the
ingroup: Through the violation the offender openly rejects the ingroup’s norms and values and
shows disrespect for them (Vidmar, 2002). Consequently, the offense poses a threat to the
ingroup’s normative cohesion (Gollwitzer et al., 2012; Gollwitzer & Keller, 2010). In line
with this theorizing, Wenzel et al. (2008) propose that ingroup members experience moral
loss when a fellow ingroup member commits a transgression (see also Gromet & Darley,
2009). Wenzel et al. (2008) define moral loss as the sadness and disappointment people feel in
reaction to an ingroup offender and they assume that this emotional reaction is linked to
concern over the loss of the ingroup’s values. The harsh punishment for the ingroup offender
can thus be motivated by the experience of moral loss and the wish to re-affirm the ingroup’s
norm and values.
The threat an ingroup deviant poses to the normative cohesion of a group can also be
explained from the stance of evolutionary psychology. Shinada, Yamagishi, and Ohmura
(2004) suggested that deviant ingroup members are punished harshly to protect the system of
social exchange and to maintain cooperation in a group. They corroborated this assumption
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with an experiment in which cooperative participants in a gift-giving game punished noncooperative participants from their college more harshly than non-cooperative participants
from another college.
1.2.3 Moderating variables
There is ample research and empirical evidence that the offender’s social category
influences punishment. However, even after decades of research on this topic the results
remain mixed and no clear conclusion can be drawn whether group members punish ingroup
offenders more harshly or more leniently than outgroup offenders. Three meta-analyses come
to different conclusions: In a meta-analysis of 14 mock juror studies with over 2,800
participants Sweeney and Haney (1992) found that White participants recommended harsher
sentences for Black than for White defendants. Similarly, Mitchell et al. (2005) found a small
but significant effect for an ingroup bias in Whites’ sentencing decisions for Black offenders
in a meta-analysis based on the data of over 10,000 participants. However, Mazzella and
Feingold (1994) analyzed data from over 6,700 participants of all races and found no
significant effect for the offender’s social category.
Various researchers have attempted to reconcile the conflicting findings for the BSE
and the ingroup bias by examining moderating variables. The results for the moderating
variables illuminate under which conditions which social functions of punishment are
dominant: supporting the ingroup by showing loyalty to an ingroup offender or supporting the
ingroup by affirming its norms and image by punishing the ingroup offender severely. These
results showed that an ingroup bias is more likely when the offender’s guilt is not certain (van
Prooijen, 2006), when the offender’s race is not salient (Sommers & Ellsworth, 2000, 2001),
when the offender is a first time offender (Gollwitzer & Keller, 2010), when the judging
person is a high authoritarian1 (Feather & Oberdan, 2000; McGowen & King, 1982) or ranks
high on social dominance orientation2 (Green, Thomsen, Sidanius, Staerklé, & Potanina,
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2009; Kemmelmeier, 2005). In contrast, a BSE is more likely when the offender’s guilt is
certain (van Prooijen, 2006), when the ingroup’s status is higher than that of the outgroup
(van Prooijen & Lam, 2007), when the judging person ranks low on authoritarianism (Feather
& Oberdan, 2000; McGowen & King, 1982) or social dominance orientation (Green et al.,
2009; Kemmelmeier, 2005).

2 Patronizing leniency
In the present research I propose a new theoretical approach to explain the different
treatment of in- and outgroup offenders. In contrast to the ingroup bias and the BSE, I
concentrate on the punishment for the outgroup offender and its social function. The
following approach focuses on cases in which outgroup offenders are treated more leniently
than ingroup offenders. The pattern of results is thus the same as for the BSE but the focus
lies on the outgroup offender and the theoretical explanation for the outgroup leniency differs
from the BSE’s assumptions for ingroup harshness.
Research on the BSE and ingroup bias implicitly assume that the differential treatment
of in- and outgroup offenders is driven by the ingroup offender condition. However, no one
has explicitly tested this assumption. While it is probable that ingroup members concentrate
on the ingroup offender and the implications of his wrongdoing for the ingroup when making
their punishment decision, it is also possible that there are cases in which they focus on the
outgroup offender and punish him more harshly or leniently than they would punish an
ingroup offender. The harsh treatment of outgroup offenders is reflected in research on
discrimination and race in the court room, but the lenient treatment of outgroup offenders is
merely discussed occasionally in the discussion section of articles when researchers were
expecting outgroup harshness but found leniency instead (see for instance Feather & Souter,
2002). The only exception to this is the work of van Prooijen and Lam (2007) who found in
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two studies that the more lenient punishment for the outgroup offender than for the ingroup
offender was driven by the outgroup offender condition.
To provide conclusive evidence to the question of whether the effect is driven by the
in- or the outgroup offender condition; I introduced a control condition in Studies 1 and 2
(Manuscript #1) in which the offender’s group membership was unknown. The control
condition provided a benchmark for the severity of punishment when the offender’s group
membership was not salient. Comparing the severity of punishment for the in- and outgroup
offender with the severity of punishment for the offender of unknown group membership
allowed to reveal whether the in- or outgroup offender condition drives the effect. Without the
control condition it would not be possible to differentiate the leniency effect from the BSE
since the pattern of results looks the same for both effects. In Study 1 and 2 (Manuscript #1)
the severity of punishment participants recommended for the ingroup offender did not differ
from the severity of punishment for the control condition whereas the outgroup offender
received a significantly more lenient punishment. This pattern of results indicates that the
leniency effect is indeed driven by the outgroup offender condition (see also Summary
Manuscript #1).
2.1 The Motivation for Patronizing Leniency
Analogous to the BSE and the ingroup bias, the starting point for this new perspective
is also SIT. Similarly to the rationale of the BSE I propose that the motive behind the leniency
for the outgroup offender is to maintain a positive social identity and protect the ingroup’s
image. However, in this case the leniency serves to protect the ingroup from another threat
than that posed by an ingroup member’s violation to the normative cohesion and image of the
ingroup. Sentencing an outgroup offender harbors risks for the image of the individuals
making the decision and their whole group. If the recommended sentence is considered too
harsh, the individual assigning the sentence could be perceived as prejudiced and
16
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discriminatory. Due to the strong anti-prejudice and anti-discrimination norms in Western
societies the risk of appearing prejudiced is not to be taken lightly. Prejudice and
discrimination are openly rejected and egalitarian norms are strongly endorsed, leading to an
egalitarian code of conduct and social sanctions for racism and other forms of discrimination
(Castelli & Tomelleri, 2008; Major, Sawyer, & Kunstman, 2013). This notion is in line with
Feather and Souter (2002) who found in a vignette study that White Australians sentenced an
Aboriginal Australian offender more leniently for a property offense than a White Australian
offender. They surmised that this leniency emerged out of “…a desire to project a positive
self-image to others that is free of prejudice toward Aboriginal Australians, a ‘politically
correct’ self-image that conforms to what is perceived to be socially desirable in the wider
Australian community.” (p. 434).
The threat of appearing prejudiced or discriminatory is further aggravated by the fact
that in the process of sentencing an outgroup offender the intergroup context is activated and
the individuals involved are no longer perceived as individuals but as representatives of their
group. Hence, the risk to be perceived as prejudiced and discriminatory affects the whole
group, threatening its image and the positive social identity of its members. Treating the
outgroup offender leniently offers an easy and low-cost way for the ingroup to avoid this risk.
A basic implication of this conceptualization of outgroup leniency is that it only
occurs for outgroups that have a lower status than the ingroup. For the purpose of the present
research social status is conceptualized following Tajfel and Turner’s (1979, p. 37) definition
as “a ranking or hierarchy of perceived prestige.” Only high status groups can afford to treat
outgroup offenders leniently. Being confronted with a low status outgroup distinguishes the
ingroup positively from the outgroup. This positive distinction is further enhanced by the fact
that a member of this low status outgroup is an offender (van Prooijen &Lam, 2007).
Consequently, ingroup members see probably no need to assign a severe punishment to the
17
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outgroup offender. On the other hand, only high status groups are at risk to damage their
image when they punish the outgroup offender too harshly. A low-status group’s harshness
for an offender from a high or equal status group would not be interpreted as the ingroup
being prejudiced and discriminatory but as the ingroup’s attempt to distinguish itself
positively from the outgroup by showing moral superiority (van Prooijen & Lam, 2007). In
the four studies presented here status was either indirectly manipulated by using intergroup
contexts where status differences were clear and stable (Studies 1, 2 and 4), for instance
Germans as high status ingroup and Southeast Asians as low status outgroup, or by using
artificial groups where status was manipulated via varying professional success (Study 3).
Leniency for the outgroup offender is not only a way for the ingroup to avoid the risk
of appearing prejudiced. It also offers benefits for the ingroup: The ingroup can internally and
externally demonstrate that it is unprejudiced and that it endorses egalitarian values.
Furthermore, the outgroup is obliged to be thankful for the benevolent treatment and, thus,
prevented from complaining in future interactions (see Section 4.2). As a consequence, the
status differences between in- and outgroup are consolidated.

3 Patronizing leniency as a form of benevolent discrimination
The present research combines two areas of social psychology: On the one hand, PL
can be located in the area of retributive justice, as the previous sections show, but on the other
hand, it can also be regarded from the perspective of benevolent discrimination.
The phenomenon that outgroup members are treated more positively than ingroup
members has been examined in the context of prejudice and discrimination. Dienstbier (1970)
observed that the focus of social sciences on negative prejudice was no longer sufficient since
incidences of positive prejudice were becoming more frequent, a trend that has continued and
became even stronger in the last 40 years. In two studies he found that a highly socially
18
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desirable target was evaluated more positively when described as Black than as White.
Almost concomitantly, Dutton (1970, 1973) found evidence for such a positive racial bias in
behavior and coined it reverse discrimination. For instance, he found that Whites who were
falsely led to believe that they are prejudiced donated more money to charity when
approached by a Black or Indian solicitor than by a White solicitor. Dutton (1973) formulated
three conditions for the occurrence of reverse discrimination: Firstly, the person showing the
positive treatment must hold egalitarian values and reject discrimination. Secondly, he or she
must consider the minority member’s group as being the victim of discrimination. Thirdly, the
interaction between majority and minority member must be trivial. By trivial Dutton (1973)
meant interactions that are short term, demanding little commitment from the majority
member and which do not decrease social distance. He further hypothesized that positive
treatment in trivial interactions could contribute to uphold negative discrimination in nontrivial interactions: When people were able to demonstrate their egalitarian self-image in a
trivial interaction they might feel licensed to show less compliance in a subsequent interaction
which requires more time and effort. This assumption was empirically supported in a study by
Dutton and Lennox (1974) in which participants were falsely led to believe that they were
prejudiced. After the feedback, a part of the participants was approached by a Black
panhandler (trivial situation); those participants who donated money to the Black panhandler
were less likely to aid in an interracial campaign (nontrivial interaction) two days later.
Dutton’s concept of establishing an egalitarian self-image in a trivial situation is very close to
Monin and Miller’s (2001) concept of moral credentials (see Section 4.1.1).
More recently, Fehr and Sassenberg (2009) introduced the term benevolent
discrimination which they derived from Glick and Fiske’s (2001) concept of benevolent
sexism. Benevolent discrimination is the positive treatment of members of a particular social
category, e.g. minorities, stigmatized groups, that results from the notion that this group is
19
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considered as inferior, incompetent and passive. Positive behavior that is motivated in this
way is only positive on the surface since it actually reflects an ideology of inequality and
helps to maintain social inequalities.
PL can be considered a form of benevolent discrimination and it shares many
conceptual features with Fehr and Sassenberg’s notion of benevolent discrimination:
Outgroup offenders are only treated leniently because their group is regarded as inferior and
harmless to the ingroup. Furthermore, it is closely related to Dutton’s reverse discrimination
and can be considered as positive treatment in a trivial situation: Treating an outgroup
offender leniently does not require long-term commitment or involve (social) costs. It is a
cheap and easy way to demonstrate the ingroup’s egalitarian values (See Section 4.1.1 and
Manuscript #1).
The present research is the first to apply the concept of benevolent discrimination to
the context of retributive justice, i.e. punishment. Until now, retributive justice has focused on
the effects of negative forms of prejudice and discrimination as can be seen in research on
race in the court room and the ingroup bias. There are some studies where the patterns of
results indicate benevolent discrimination, for instance Feather and Souter (2002). However,
these findings have the character of incidental findings and were not further examined or
explained in subsequent studies. The present research is thus the first to systematically
investigate benevolent discrimination in lay people’s sentencing decisions.

4 The present research
4.1 Moderating variables: Illustrating the strategic and patronizing character of
patronizing leniency
Since not every sentencing decision ends with the outgroup offender being treated
leniently, there are obviously moderating variables influencing the emergence of PL. In line
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with the conceptualization of PL the present research examined the role of two moderating
variables that lie at the core of PL and help to illustrate its strategic and patronizing character:
the establishing of moral credentials and the stability of the intergroup status differential.
4.1.1 The strategic character of patronizing leniency: moral credentials
As mentioned above, PL can serve the ingroup as a means to ensure a positive social
identity and to protect the ingroup’s image against the threat of appearing prejudiced. This
notion of PL as a strategic way to preserve the image of the ingroup implies that it should
disappear when the ingroup had the opportunity to demonstrate otherwise that it holds
egalitarian values and is not prejudiced against the outgroup. This idea is closely related to
Dutton’s (1973) trivial and nontrivial interactions. Dutton suggested that showing compliance
to outgroup members in a trivial interaction enables the ingroup member to establish an
egalitarian self-image and licenses him or her to refrain from showing such commitment in a
subsequent non trivial interaction (Dutton & Lennox, 1974). More recently, Monin and Miller
(2001) introduced the concept of moral credentials which shares many parallels with Dutton’s
trivial and non-trivial interactions. They proposed that people feel liberated to express
prejudiced attitudes or engage in morally dubious behavior, when they had the opportunity to
demonstrate their egalitarian values or portray themselves as morally to others in their past
behavior. According to Monin and Miller (2001), the rationale behind the licensing effect of
past positive behavior is that the acting individual assumes that past morally and politically
correct actions change the way observers construe their subsequent dubious behavior. The
morally good behavior induces observers to consider the individual a good person.
Consequently, they are more likely to attribute the dubious behavior to other factors than the
individual being prejudiced or immoral. There are various ways in which individuals can
provide themselves with moral credentials: expressing their liking for outgroup members in a
conversation, mentioning their close relationship to an outgroup member or donating time or
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money to organizations supporting the outgroup (Krumm & Corning, 2008). Monin and
colleagues could for instance show that people who were given the opportunity to vote for
Barack Obama in 2008 (Effron, Cameron, & Monin, 2009) or to express their disapproval for
racist or sexist statements (Monin & Miller, 2001) were more likely to favor a White
applicant over a Black applicant in a job selection scenario.
In the present research, I used moral credentials as moderating variable to substantiate
the strategic character of PL. The rationale behind this was that if the leniency disappears
when people had the opportunity to establish moral credentials, this would indicate that the
leniency is indeed more an ingroup serving strategy used to protect the image of the ingroup.
The results of Study 1 and 2 (Manucript 1) corroborate this theorizing: Participants treated an
outgroup offender more leniently than an ingroup offender and an offender of unknown group
membership. However, when they were given the opportunity to establish moral credentials
the leniency effect disappeared.
4.1.2 The patronizing character of patronizing leniency: Status stability
Testing the effect of moral credentials provided evidence for the strategic character of
PL. However, strategic behavior does not imply patronizing behavior. To test whether the
leniency is not only strategic but also patronizing I examined status stability as a second
potential moderator. Patronizing behavior can be defined as behavior that is benevolent on the
surface, but arises from a feeling of superiority and the motivation to maintain and foster this
superiority (see Oxford Dictionaries, nd.). As mentioned above, one implication of PL is that
the ingroup has a higher status than the outgroup. Thus, the prerequisite for patronizing
behavior is met. Starting from there the further assumption is now that leniency is especially
functional to maintain the ingroup’s superiority when its higher status is secure and the
intergroup status differential stable. This assumption corresponds with Tajfel and Turner’s
(1979, 1986) notion that the strategies people use to maintain a positive social identity depend
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on socio-structural variables like the stability of status differentials, the legitimacy of status
and the permeability of group boundaries. Tajfel and Turner (1979) defined status stability as
the likelihood that alternatives to the current situation are realized, or in other words as the
chance that the status differential might change (Scheepers, Spears, Doosje, & Manstead,
2006).
When the status differential is stable and the ingroup has a secure prestigious position
in the social ranking, it can safely treat the outgroup in an egalitarian way or even favor the
outgroup over the ingroup (Shepherd, Spears, & Manstead, 2013). Moreover, treating the
outgroup positively (Platow et al., 1999) or using more subtle forms of discrimination
(Haslam, 2004), e.g. benevolent discrimination, are effective strategies for the ingroup to
maintain its superior position: It can demonstrate its egalitarian and magnanimous character
and prevent the outgroup from complaining about unfair treatment.
By contrast, when status differentials are unstable, the ingroup no longer feels safe to
treat the outgroup leniently and a different set of strategies may be applied to secure the
ingroup’s positive distinctiveness. Since fragile status differentials cause concern and feelings
of threat among high-status ingroup members (Scheepers, 2009; Scheepers et al, 2006) they
should lead to ingroup favoritism and more blatant forms of discrimination (Bettencourt,
Dorr, Charlton, & Hume, 2001; Haslam, 2004). Under these circumstances it is more likely
that the leniency vanishes or even turns into a harshness effect (see Jackson & Esses, 2002).
The effect of status stability has, to my knowledge, not been examined in retributive
justice research to date. There has been some research on the effect of offender status on
sentencing decisions (Fragale et al., 2009; Bowles & Gelfand, 2010). However, most of it did
not include the influence of the offender’s group membership, except for van Prooijen and
Lam (2007) who simultaneously manipulated offender category and group status. They found
that participants punished an outgroup offender less harshly than an ingroup offender when
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ingroup status was high compared to low. Study 3 (Manuscript #2) builds on the work of van
Prooijen and Lam and extends it by demonstrating that the mere indication that the status
differential might change in the future is enough to make the ingroup’s leniency for the
outgroup offender disappear.
4.2 The negative consequences of patronizing leniency for the outgroup
According to the notion of PL, outgroup leniency does not only serve to secure the
ingroup’s status in the current situation of the sentencing decision but it can also have a long
term status-stabilizing effect. By treating the outgroup offender leniently, the ingroup can set
an example of its benevolence towards the outgroup. Whenever the outgroup complains about
the ingroup in a subsequent interaction, the ingroup can refer back to the lenient sentence and
remind the outgroup and itself that there is no reason to complain since it treats the outgroup
well. The ingroup thus legitimizes itself to brush off the outgroup’s (legitimate) complaints as
hypersensitive nagging with the token act of treating one outgroup member leniently.
Consequently, the status differential is fortified since the outgroup’s future protests and
discrimination claims have only little impact on the ingroup.
Study 4 provides evidence for this notion and shows that PL can indeed have negative
consequences for the outgroup: When ingroup members learned that their ingroup punished
an outgroup offender leniently they considered another outgroup member who legitimately
complained about discrimination through the ingroup more as a hypersensitive complainer
than when they learned that their ingroup punished the outgroup offender more harshly or
similarly as an ingroup offender. This study is one of the few studies (see also Dixon, Tropp,
Durrheim, & Tredoux, 2010; Dutton & Lennox, 1974) which provide empirical proof for the
negative consequences of benevolent discrimination for the outgroup. Although the negative
effect on the outgroup is a basic implication of benevolent discrimination it is rarely tested
directly.
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The present research is based on four studies which are presented in two manuscripts.
Studies 1 and 2 (Manuscript #1) differentiate the leniency effect from a BSE and test whether
leniency for outgroup offenders can indeed serve ingroup members to protect the image of
their ingroup. Half of the two hundred and seventy-four participants in Study 1 were given the
opportunity to establish moral credentials by showing their support for the participation of
Southeast Asians in lobby groups, such as citizen initiatives, parents’ associations and work
councils. Then, participants read three vignettes about a case of vandalism, a case of burglary,
and a case of armed robbery. The offender’s group membership was manipulated by changing
the perpetrator’s name. In the ingroup offender condition the offender had a German name, in
the outgroup offender condition a Southeast Asian name and in the control condition only the
initials were given. As expected, the outgroup offender received the lowest punishment
severity ratings. However, this leniency effect vanished when participants had established
moral credentials. These results were replicated in Study 2 with a different intergroup context
and moral credentials manipulation. In Study 2, participants (N = 110), i.e. the ingroup, were
West Germans and the outgroup were East Germans. In the moral credentials manipulation
participants were asked to write about a positive experience with a person from East
Germany. The findings of both studies suggest that lenient punishments for outgroup
offenders may sometimes reflect a strategy to display the ingroup as being unprejudiced.
Furthermore, they differentiate the leniency effect from the BSE. In both studies the
sentencing severity ratings for the ingroup offender did not differ from the ratings for the
offender of unknown group membership whereas the BSE would have led to the ingroup
offender receiving the highest sentencing severity ratings.
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Studies 2 and 3 (Manuscript #2) tested the assumption that leniency for outgroup
offenders can serve the ingroup to consolidate intergroup status differentials. Study 3
examined whether PL occurs only when the ingroup can afford it, that is, when status
differences in favor of the ingroup are stable. Eighty-nine students were assigned to one of
two arbitrary groups based on a perception test. Afterwards they were confronted with the
case of an applicant who created a fake account on a web-based social network with the name
of his competitor in order to harm him. Status stability was manipulated by informing
participants that their perception type was either continuing to dominate the job market in the
future (stable status differential) or that it was possible that the other perception type would
dominate the job market in the future (fragile status differential). The offender was either
described as having been categorized as having another perception style than participants
(outgroup offender) or no information about the offender’s group membership were given. As
expected, outgroup offenders were treated more leniently than offenders whose group
membership was not explicitly mentioned when the status differential was stable.
Corresponding with the assumptions, this leniency disappeared when status differences were
unstable.
The goal of Study 4 was to demonstrate that PL can actually be effective in
maintaining intergroup status differentials. In the first part of the experiment, participants
learned that their ingroup had treated an outgroup offender more leniently (leniency
condition), more harshly (harshness condition) or similarly as an ingroup offender (control
condition). In the second part of the experiment, they read about a member of the same
outgroup who either complained or did not complain about discrimination through ingroup
members and were then asked to rate the outgroup member. As expected, participants in the
leniency condition rated the complaining outgroup member more as being a hypersensitive
complainer than participants in the harshness and control condition. These findings suggest
that the ingroup can use PL to legitimize the status quo and secure its advantaged social
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position.
The four studies presented in Manuscript #1 and #2 are the first to offer an empirically
based explanation for the lenient punishment of outgroup offenders and provide evidence for
the existence of PL. In summary, they show a) under which circumstances offenders from low
status outgroups are punished more leniently that ingroup offenders and b) that this leniency
effect is driven by the outgroup offender condition and can thus be differentiated from a BSE.
Moreover, they demonstrate that the leniency can be used strategically c) to maintain a
positive social identity and protect the ingroup’s image and d) to consolidate status
differentials.
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In the following, I shall discuss the methodology used in the present research and
scrutinize what the studies can tell us and which questions remain open. In the second part I
shall take a closer look at the conception of PL guided by the question of what the sincere
alternatives to PL are: genuine leniency or a fair punishment for the outgroup offender. In the
course of this section I will also discuss sympathy as an alternative explanation for the
leniency effect and suggest potential moderating variables influencing the occurrence of PL.
Then I will provide suggestions for the questions future research should solve next. Finally, in
the conclusion, I will provide a short overview of the implications of the present research for
research on retributive justice and benevolent discrimination, its relevance for everyday life
and its applications.

5 Discussion methodology
5.1 Selection and presentation of the offenses
Three of the four studies described in the present research used low severity offenses.
Having provided evidence for PL for a number of offenses ranging in severity in Study 1
(Manuscript #1), the remaining studies contained only offenses of low to moderate severity
(vandalizing a bus stop, harming a competitor’s reputation through a fake account on a social
network). Using high severity offenses would have entailed the risk of ceiling effects
obscuring the leniency effect (van Prooijen, 2006; van Prooijen & Lam, 2007): People assign
high sentences to child murderers regardless of their group membership. In line with this,
Rucker, Polifroni, Tetlock, and Scott (2004) found that factors of the social context influence
punishment recommendations for offenses of moderate severity but have little effect on
punishments for high severity offenses. Moreover, high severity offenses would make it
difficult for participants to identify with the ingroup offender and induce participants to
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exclude the ingroup offender from their group (Eidelman, Silvia, & Biernat, 2006; Gromet &
Darley, 2009) and punish him in the same way as an outgroup offender which would render
our group membership manipulation ineffective.
Regarding type of offense, I deliberately used mostly victimless offenses (vandalizing
a bus stop) or offenses in which no further information were given about the victim (creating
a fake account on a social network for a competitor, Study 3, Manuscript #2) because
previous research has shown that the victim’s group membership can affect sentencing
severity (Stevenson, Sorenson, Smith, Sekely, & Dzwairo, 2009). Especially the combination
of outgroup offender and ingroup victim could be perceived as highly threatening by the
ingroup and could therefore provoke severe sentences and punitive sanctions (Okimoto &
Wenzel, 2010) which would reduce the chance of detecting a leniency effect.
A further limitation to the generalizability of the findings could be that the research
only included male offenders. The problem associated with the offender’s gender was that it
introduced a further level of categorization in addition to the social category intentionally
manipulated in the study (ethnicity, perception type). Using only male offenders might have
induced male participants to perceive the offender as ingroup member and female participants
to perceive him as outgroup member. One way to bypass this problem would have been to
match the offender’s gender to the gender of the participant, so that all female participants
read about a female offender and all male participants about a male offender. Another solution
would have been to randomize the offender’s gender so that the probability of being assigned
a male or female offender is equal for all participants. However, including female offenders in
these two alternatives would probably have attracted participants’ attention and made gender
as a social category salient since the majority of offenders is male (Jehle, Albrecht, HohmannFricke, & Tetal, 2013) and therefore less conspicuous than a female offender. Furthermore,
there is evidence that the offender’s gender influences sentencing severity: People tend to
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punish female offenders less harshly than male offenders (Franklin & Fearn, 2008;
Steffensmeier & Demuth, 2006). This effect could have masked the leniency effect expected
for the intentionally manipulated social category and made it more difficult to detect. For
these reasons, the offender was deliberately presented as male in all four studies to keep
gender as social category as inconspicuous as possible. Future research should manipulate the
offender’s gender in addition to the offender’s ethnic group membership and test how this
affects the pattern of results.
Studies 1 to 3 included a control condition in which the offender’s group membership
was unknown in order to differentiate the leniency effect from a BSE. Since no further details
about the offender’s social category were given in the control condition we cannot know for
sure how participants imagined the offender. It is possible that they implicitly classified the
offender as an ingroup member which would question the value of the control condition as a
means to differentiate the leniency effect from the BSE. However, the pilot study to Study 3
(Manuscript #2) shows that participants were able to differentiate between the offender of
unknown group membership and an ingroup offender: Participants in the outgroup offender
condition indicated that the probability that the offender was an ingroup member was low. In
general, the control condition can be regarded as condition which assesses the default punitive
reaction to the offense when the offender’s group membership is not salient. It captures the
individual’s reaction to the offense when it focuses on severity and moral reprehensibility
instead of the intergroup context and the consequences of the offense for the ingroup.
All four studies used scenario methodology. Participants received short descriptions of
the offenses guiding them to focus on the central parameters of the offense: the nature of the
offense, its severity, the magnitude of harm it caused and the offender’s group membership.
The complexity was reduced compared to real accounts of offenses to avoid uncontrolled
interferences (Carlsmith, Darley, & Robinson, 2002). Consequently, the reaction captured
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through the scenario methodology is more a spontaneous reaction that reflects punishment
intentions rather than actual behavior and is based on the emotions and norms that are salient
in this moment (Robinson & Clore, 2001; Van Prooijen & Lam, 2007). Still, the setting in a
scenario study, i.e. reading a condensed summary about an offense, is how most people are
confronted with offenses and their punitive attitudes in everyday situations. They mostly hear
about crimes in the media where the reports are thoroughly prepared and contain only the
pivotal facts. Therefore scenario methodology yields a realistic image of lay people’s punitive
intentions in everyday life. Future research should complement these scenario-based findings
through studies using a mock juror approach or social dilemma games which assess actual
behavior instead of intentions to show whether the leniency effect does also generalize to
punishment behavior.
Another point worth discussing is that the scenarios in all four studies put participants
in the role of observers. They were not the victims of the offense or in any other way involved
or harmed. The reason for focusing on observers was that it is probably easier to detect the
leniency effect for the observer perspective than for the first person perspective. When people
are the victims of an offense, different functions of a punishment become salient from when
they are merely observers. They want the offender to suffer for what he or she did to them and
want to regain a feeling of security, for example through the knowledge that the offender is in
prison and cannot harm them again. In these circumstances, the intergroup context and the
image of the ingroup which are pivotal for the leniency effect fade into the background and
are very unlikely to influence sentencing decisions.
5.2 Selection of participants
The results of all four studies are based on the punitive attitudes of lay people. Firstly,
lay people were intentionally recruited as participants because even though they are not the
ones effectively assigning punishments, they are the ones who have to comply with the law.
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In order to maintain general compliance with the law it is important that the law and the
judgments resulting from it are in line with people’s punitive and justice-related attitudes and
motives (Carlsmith et al., 2002; Darley, Carlsmith, & Robinson, 2000). Hence, it is important
for us to know as much as possible about lay people’s conceptions of fair punishments and
how they are affected by the social context to make sure that penal legislation is in accordance
with their moral intuitions. According to Suhling, Löbmann, and Greve (2005), the need for
more research in this area is particularly strong in Germany since there is little research on lay
people’s punitive attitudes and motives and most findings stem from the US. Secondly,
another reason for studying lay people’s punitive reactions is that even though they do not
assign punishments in court they are confronted with transgressions in everyday life (Fragale
et al., 2009). Nevertheless, it would be important to find out whether legal professionals are
immune to PL. Cases like the one of Monty Robinson (Manuscript #2) or the Turkish husband
(Introduction) suggest that they are not. Therefore it would be interesting to examine PL with
a sample of judges or to look for evidence of PL archival data.
With regard to participants, Studies 2 to 4 used samples that were limited in
demographic representativeness since they only consisted of students. However, in Study 1
the sample was, although not representative, diverse regarding age, education and profession.
Finding the effect in this diverse sample was strong proof for the leniency effect. Since Study
2 replicated these findings with a student sample, the following two studies were also
conducted with student samples. Furthermore, previous studies showed that demographic
variables do not have a strong influence on punitive attitudes (Carlsmith et al., 2002).
5.3 Patronizing leniency in the anonymity of online studies?
Finally, the question deserves discussion of why a phenomenon that arises partly out
of image concerns was examined predominantly in the anonymity of online studies. Would it
not have been more appropriate to use a less private setting? Two arguments support the
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present approach: Firstly, examining PL in this anonymous context was the stricter test and
provided more convincing evidence for the generalizability of the phenomenon. Moreover,
the effect was also tested and confirmed in the less anonymous setting of a laboratory study
(Study 3). Secondly, due to the activation of the intergroup context, participants were
certainly aware that their group membership was public although their personal identity
remained anonymous. Moreover, they were probably aware that their responses represented
their ingroup since they were allocated to the responses of their fellow ingroup members.
Hence, the anonymity of online studies in which only participants’ group membership was
known was probably even better suited to substantiate PL than a less anonymous context
where participants’ personal identity was known and salient.
5.4 Patronizing leniency: An intergroup phenomenon?
A further point worth discussing is in how far the methodology used in Study 1 and 2
substantiates the proposition that PL is indeed a construct on the group level and not a way to
maintain the image of the individual making the sentencing decision. Studies 1 and 2 found
that the leniency effect disappears when participants had the opportunity to establish moral
credentials before reading about the offense. Up until now, moral credentials have been
conceptualized as happening at the individual level. Studies 1 and 2 were based on the
implicit assumption that participants do establish moral credentials not only for themselves
but on behalf of their whole group. However, this assumption was not directly tested. The
only work investigating moral credentials on group level stems from Kouchaki’s (2011)
research on vicarious moral credentials demonstrating that participants who learned that their
ingroup had treated outgroup members positively were more willing to hire an ingroup
member instead of an outgroup member in a subsequent task. Kouchaki’s vicarious moral
credentials describe the reverse process to the one I assumed in Studies 1 and 2: The
ingroup’s positive behavior provided single ingroup members with moral credentials. Study 4
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gives evidence for a similar effect in the context of PL: Participants used their ingroup’s
lenient sentence for an outgroup offender as license to derogate a member from the same
outgroup who complained about the ingroup. Although these studies only provide evidence
for the reverse effect they show that an exchange between moral credentials on the individual
and the group level is possible. Furthermore, the intergroup context was salient throughout
Studies 1and 2 when participants were confronted with the outgroup in the moral credentials
manipulation at the beginning of the study and with the task to assign a punishment to an
outgroup offender in the second part of the study. In Study 2, the activation of the intergroup
context was further strengthened by asking participants about their group membership right at
the beginning of the experiment. Thus, participants were probably aware that their responses
represented their ingroup to some extent (see Section 5.3). One way to directly examine
whether participants established moral credentials for their ingroup would be to assess
personal and collective self-esteem and test whether collective self-esteem is positively
affected when the individual establishes moral credentials.

6 Discussion conception of patronizing leniency
6.1 Is leniency always strategic? What about genuine leniency?
If there is patronizing leniency is there also genuine leniency? In other words is
leniency for outgroup offenders always strategic or could the leniency also be an honest
attempt to reach out to the outgroup?
This question is similar to a question discussed in research on prejudice and racism:
Can people be unprejudiced? Samuel Gaertner and John Dovidio who introduced the concept
of aversive racism (1986) would say: No, they cannot! Individuals who appear to be
unprejudiced are still prejudiced; they are just very good at suppressing their prejudices. In
contrast, Philipps and Ziller (1997) suggest that individuals can indeed be unprejudiced. To
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assess nonprejudice as they coined it they developed the Universal Orientation Scale which
assesses the tendency to perceive and focus on similarities rather than differences. Although
Philipps and Ziller (1997) made a start, the question as to whether individuals can be
unprejudiced is still far from solved since there is no common definition of what being
unprejudiced means. Similarly, the issue of how genuine leniency can be defined must be
clarified before the question of whether genuine leniency exists can be solved.
A starting point for a first definition of genuine leniency could be to differentiate it
from PL. In contrast to PL, genuine leniency should not be influenced by ingroup-serving
goals such as the wish to protect the ingroup’s image and maintain a positive social identity or
the stability of the ingroup’s social position. It should rather be motivated by the wish to do
something for the outgroup offender and his or her group regardless of the ingroup’s situation.
Consequently, an empirical indication for genuine leniency within the framework of the
present research could be that the leniency does not vanish when an individual has established
moral credentials or when the intergroup status differential is fragile.
6.2 Sympathy
Another way to capture genuine leniency would be to examine the emotions
accompanying the leniency. One emotion which could be an indicator for genuine leniency
and could help to differentiate it from PL is sympathy3. Leniency, accompanied by sympathy,
would not be the product of ingroup-serving motives but of compassion for the offender from
the low status group.
Considering sympathy as the motivating emotion behind the leniency could also offer
an alternative explanation for the findings of Study 1 and 3. The sympathy hypothesis would
explain the leniency effect and its vanishing after the establishment of moral credentials in
Study 1 as follows: In the condition where moral credentials were not established, participants
felt sympathy for the outgroup offender and treated him leniently, whereas in the condition
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where moral credentials were established, showing support for the outgroup can already be
considered as an expression of sympathy. When participants then learned in the second part of
the experiment that a member of the group they showed sympathy for had committed an
offense, they may have been disappointed by the group and were not willing to show more
sympathy by treating the outgroup offender leniently. In Study 3, the leniency effect and its
disappearance could also be explained by the sympathy hypothesis: In the status stability
condition, participants felt sympathy for the lower status outgroup and sentenced the offender
leniently. However, in the fragile status differential condition, that sympathy was no longer
appropriate because the situation of the outgroup was about to improve and the outgroup
would be as successful or even more successful on the job market than the ingroup in the
future.
One way to test the sympathy hypothesis empirically would be to examine whether the
leniency effect is mediated by sympathy. Sympathy for the offender was assessed in Study 1
to 3. Mediation analyses for all three studies showed that the leniency effect was not mediated
by sympathy for the offender. In all analyses, the boot strapping procedure recommended by
Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) yielded a 95% confidence interval for the indirect effect
which included zero, indicating that sympathy did not mediate the effect of offender’s group
membership on sentencing severity. The complete results are reported in the Appendix.
6.3 Genuine leniency or a fair punishment?
The search for a definition of genuine leniency and its manifestation in behavior leads
also to the question of whether leniency is at all the right strategy when the goal is to reach
out to the outgroup. Would a fair punishment not be more appropriate to achieve this goal?
Even though the leniency appears to be positive for the outgroup offender on the surface, it is
still unfair. The offender is only punished leniently because of his or her group membership
and not because a sentence this lenient is appropriate for what he or she did. A fair
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punishment would signify that the offender is taken seriously and that the person judging
bothered to find a fair punishment for the offender regardless of his or her group membership.
Would such a behavior not be better suited to reach out to the outgroup offender and the
offender’s group? Moreover, a fair punishment is probably what the outgroup would prefer
and appreciate (see Section 8.2). Still the question remains: Does genuine leniency exist or
would people who wanted to make a sincere attempt to approach the outgroup rather choose a
fair punishment or do both reactions occur?
At this point it is difficult to say which construct is more appropriate or if both genuine leniency and fair punishment - are necessary. The next step - to find out whether
genuine leniency or a fair punishment is more likely to occur - could be to experimentally
induce the wish to reach out to the outgroup and see how participants realize this wish when
asked to assign a punishment to an outgroup member. Another possibility could be to examine
individuals who show genuine leniency, for instance individuals whose leniency persisted
after the establishment of moral credentials or under status fragility, or who preferred a fair
sentence, and find out what motivated their behavior.

7 Potential moderators
7.1 Motivation to control prejudiced behavior
A variable often examined in the context of prejudice and discrimination is the
individual’s motivation to behave nonprejudiced (MBN). Several studies have shown that
MBN leads to less prejudice and racial bias (Devine, Plant, Amodio, Harmon-Jones, &
Vance, 2002; Legault, Green-Demers, Grant, & Chung, 2007). In contrast, the opposite effect
was observed in the context of benevolent discrimination (Fehr & Sassenberg, 2009). Fehr
and Sassenberg (2009) assumed that since benevolent discrimination occurs when people are
motivated to treat outgroup members positively it should be positively related to MBN. In line
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with their theorizing, they found that individuals with higher MBN showed more benevolent
discrimination in scenarios assessing benevolent discrimination, for instance helping an
elderly woman carrying her bags although she refused the help, and evaluated their own
benevolently discriminating behavior more positively.
Since PL can be regarded as a form of benevolent discrimination a similar effect could
occur for PL: Individuals highly motivated to control prejudice should be more prone to treat
outgroup offenders leniently than less motivated individuals, because they want to avoid
negative discrimination of the outgroup member through a harsh punishment.
This assumption was tested in Studies 1 and 2. In both studies, we included Banse and
Gawronski’s (2003) motivation to act without prejudice scale (Study 1:  = .82, Study 2:  =
.84) at the end of the study (Study 1) or between the moral credentials manipulation and the
scenario (Study 2). The one-factorial German scale contains sixteen items and is based on the
motivation to control prejudiced reactions scale by Dunton and Fazio (1997). To test whether
MBN moderates the leniency effect, sentencing severity was regressed on offender’s group
membership, establishment of moral credentials, MBN and the resulting interaction terms of
the three variables in both studies. In Study 1, MBN significantly predicted sentencing
severity (b=-.10, SE=.046, t(244)=-2.15, p< .05), indicating that participants with higher
MBN recommended less severe sentences for the offender. However, none of the interactions
including MBN were significant (p’s ≥ .52). In Study 2, MBN did not predict sentencing
severity (b=-.10, SE=.086, t(77)=-1.17, p= .25) and again none of the interactions including
MBN were significant (p’s ≥ .06).
However, this does not mean that motivation to control prejudice does not moderate
the leniency effect. The way MBN was assessed might have made it difficult to detect the
interaction. Firstly, in Study 1 the chance of finding an interaction was limited, since MBN
was assessed at the end of the study and an ANOVA with MBN as dependent variable
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showed that the moral credentials manipulation had a significant effect on MBN. In Study 2
this effect was not significant, although MBN was also assessed after the moral credentials
manipulation. Secondly, the variance of MBN was rather small in both samples (<.34) making
it difficult to detect an interaction. The small variance is especially surprising in Study 1
where the sample was fairly heterogeneous with regard to education and age. It is possible
that the decreased variance of MBN is also an effect of the moral credentials manipulation
and the outgroup offender condition which might have made egalitarian norms salient.
However, this does only apply to participants in the moral credentials and/or the outgroup
offender condition.
Future research should measure MBN several weeks before the main study to prevent
transfer effects such as the effect of moral credentials on MBN in Study 1. Furthermore, it
might be worthwhile to use another MBN scale which differentiates between internal and
external MBN (see Plant & Devine, 1998). Internal MBN stems from internal standards to
behave unprejudiced and a commitment to egalitarianism, whereas external MBN results from
the desire to avoid disapproval and sanctions from others for behaving prejudiced. Previous
research has shown that internal MBN is related to more positive attitudes about outgroups,
approach-oriented behavior and benevolent discrimination (Devine et al., 2002; Fehr &
Sassenberg, 2009), indicating that internal MBN should be positively related with PL.
However, the sources of external MBN are closely related to the factors motivating PL such
as avoiding the negative judgment of others. Thus, it remains to be seen which facet of MBN
affects PL. Empirical findings would predict internal MBN (Fehr & Sassenberg, 2009) but the
theoretical framework of PL would predict external MBN. Another way to examine the
moderating role of MBN would be to manipulate it experimentally. Apart from being a stable
personality variable, (Dunton & Fazio, 1997; Legault et al., 2007) MBN is also influenced by
the context: Individuals should be more motivated to behave unprejudiced in public than in
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private settings (Plant & Devine, 1998). Future studies could thus manipulate MBN by asking
participants to give their sentencing decision publicly, e.g. report it directly to the
experimenter, instead of privately.
7.2 Social dominance orientation, right-wing authoritarianism and system justification
Further personality variables moderating PL could be social dominance orientation,
right-wing authoritarianism and system justification. For social dominance orientation
Kemmelmeier (2005) and Green et al. (2009) found that individuals low in social dominance
orientation punish an outgroup offender more leniently than an ingroup offender and that the
pattern is reversed for individuals high in social dominance orientation. Similarly, Feather and
Oberdan (2000) found that low authoritarians treated an outgroup offender more positively
than an ingroup offender, whereas high authoritarians showed the reverse pattern. These
results suggest that PL should be particularly likely for individuals low in social dominance
orientation and low authoritarians.
Finally, another personality variable relevant for people’s attitudes and behavior in
intergroup contexts is system justification. System justification describes people’s tendency to
perceive the existing social order as fair and legitimate and to justify and bolster the status
quo (Jost & Banaji, 1994; Jost, Banaji, & Nosek, 2004; Kay & Jost, 2003). This
rationalization of the status quo is shown not only by advantaged groups but also by
disadvantaged groups. One symptom of system justification is outgroup favoritism (Jost et al.,
2004). Although outgroup favoritism has been mostly examined from the perspective of lowstatus groups it can also be instrumentalized by high status groups to perpetuate the status quo
(Jackman, 1994). Consequently, high-status group members who strongly endorse system
justification motives should treat outgroup members positively when they consider this
benevolence as functional to maintain the status quo. According to the rationale of PL, one
situation where such benevolence could be functional is the sentencing of an outgroup
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offender. I therefore assume that system justification should be positively related to PL and
moderate the effect of offender group membership on sentencing severity.

8 Next steps: Suggestions for Future research
The previous sections contain several suggestions how future studies could continue
research on PL. Nevertheless, the two questions that should be dealt with next are: For which
groups does PL occur? And how does the outgroup react to PL?
8.1 Patronizing leniency for which groups?
Answering the first question is pivotal to determining the generalizability of PL and
learning more about its relevance in everyday life. Up to now the assumption was that PL
occurs for groups having a lower status than the ingroup. Accordingly, all studies included
outgroups which had a lower status than the participants’ ingroup: Southeast Asians, Turks,
East Germans (Babka von Gostomski, 2010; Federal Statistical Office Germany, 2012;
Fischer, Maes, & Schmitt, 2007) and perception types having poorer chances on the job
market than the ingroup. These groups have further in common that they are all arbitrary.
Group membership is ascribed rather than achieved: The individual cannot influence which
group he or she is allocated to. Non-arbitrary groups would provide the ingroup with an
excuse not to treat the outgroup leniently and dispel the threat of appearing prejudiced since
the members willingly joined this low-status group, for instance out of lack of effort, and were
not assigned to it by fate. Hence, the first assumption for the scope of PL should be modified
as follows: PL should occur (mainly) for arbitrary low status groups. A way to test this would
be to conduct an experiment with an arbitrary low-status group such as Southeast Asians and
a non-arbitrary outgroup like the long-term unemployed.
The second assumption for the scope of PL is that the status differential between inand outgroup needs to be stable for PL to occur (see Study 3). The rationale behind this
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assumption is that groups only feel free to show leniency when they feel safe to do so. The
question is now whether there are other types of threat than status threat that lead to the
disappearance of PL?
8.1.1 Realistic and symbolic threat
Types of threat are often categorized into realistic and symbolic threat in social
psychology (Stephan, Renfro, Esses, Stephan, & Martin, 2005; Stephan & Stephan, 2000).
Realistic threats are threats that endanger the existence of the group, its economic or political
power and the health and material well-being of its members. Symbolic threats are threats to
the world view of the group. They arise when a group perceives that the values, morals,
beliefs and standards of another group differ from those of their own group (Stephan et al.
2002; Stephan et al. 2005). The status fragility manipulation in Study 3 can be considered as a
realistic threat. For future research I would suggest the more general assumption that not only
status fragility but realistic threat in general leads to the disappearance of PL. In the case of
realistic threat, leniency is no longer functional for the ingroup to maintain a positive social
identity; instead ingroup members should be more likely to react with harshness and negative
discrimination.
In contrast, this leniency-preventing effect should not generalize to symbolic threats.
Especially ethnic outgroups can be considered as a threat to the ingroup’s values and attitudes
because they confront it with an alternative value system. However, since egalitarianism
dictates to tolerate different world views and PL is motivated by the wish to appear
egalitarian, groups posing symbolic threat to the ingroup should rather provoke PL than
prevent it. Consequently, the modified second assumption for the scope of PL is that PL
should disappear when the outgroup poses a realistic threat to the ingroup but not when it
poses a symbolic threat. Future research could test these assumptions by comparing punitive
reactions for offenders from low status outgroups that pose a realistic threat versus a symbolic
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threat to the ingroup. A low status outgroup posing a realistic threat would be Sinti and Roma.
Many people feel threatened by Sinti and Roma due to the widespread stereotype that they are
violent and tend to steal. In line with this, 44,2 % of the respondents in a representative
German survey agreed with the statement that Sinti and Roma have a tendency to become
delinquent (Heitmeyer, 2011). A group posing a symbolic threat would be homosexuals.
8.1.2 The stereotype content model versus the status-realistic threat approach
The stereotype content model (SCM, Fiske, Cuddy, Glick, & Xu, 2002) offers an
alternative approach to the two dimensions, i.e. status and threat, suggested here to predict
reactions to outgroups. It comprises two dimensions: competence and warmth. Competence
refers to the group’s efficacy and ability to cope with tasks that lead to success and prestige,
while warmth refers to a group’s orientation towards others, its likeability and
trustworthiness. The SCM predicts paternalistic prejudice and benevolent discrimination for
groups perceived as warm and incompetent (Eckes, 2002) such as elderly people, housewives
or people with physical disabilities. Hence, according to the SCM, PL as a form of benevolent
discrimination should be most likely for these groups.
The SCM and the status-realistic threat approach suggested here share many
similarities, for instance the status and the competence dimension can be interpreted similarly
as they refer to a group’s position in the social hierarchy. Consequently, both approaches lead
in many cases to the same predictions, for instance both would predict PL for offenders with
physical disabilities since they would be categorized as warm and incompetent by the SCM
(Asbrock, 2010) and as an arbitrary low-status group not posing realistic threat. Nevertheless,
there are groups for which they come to different conclusions like a group of Jews portrayed
as having a low status. The stereotype content model would categorize them as cold and
incompetent and would therefore predict no PL for them. In contrast, the status- realistic
threat approach would categorize them as an arbitrary low status group that does pose
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symbolic but not realistic threat and would therefore predict PL for them. Future research
could use such groups to test which model can better predict the occurrence of PL.
8.2 How does the outgroup feel about patronizing leniency?
The second question that should be investigated next, is how the outgroup feels about
PL. There are two possibilities: Firstly, the outgroup might be thankful for the leniency and
appreciate it. Consequently, the leniency could indeed have a pacifying effect on the outgroup
and prevent it from complaining about the ingroup in future interactions. This reaction would
be in line with the findings of research on intergroup contact showing that positive contact
with the ingroup can lead to inflated expectations about fair treatment, less protest and
collective action from the outgroup (Dixon et al., 2010). It also resonates with Jackman’s
(1994) analysis of how the inequality in gender, class, and race relations is perpetuated in the
United States where she comes to the conclusion that the best way for the dominant group to
maintain its superiority are paternalism and “coercive love” instead of open conflict since the
inferior groups show the least resistance to this velvet-glove strategy.
The other alternative would be that the outgroup rejects the leniency and reacts
negatively to it because it sees through its strategic and ingroup-serving character. This
assumption reflects the findings of Major and colleagues (2013) who found that outgroup
members differentiate between another group’s positive behavior being internally motivated
and representing a sincere attempt to behave in an egalitarian fashion or whether it was
motivated externally by the wish to appear unprejudiced. They further found that when
outgroups perceive the motivation behind the positive treatment to be not genuine they react
negatively to it. This is especially the case when the ingroup’s behavior is perceived as overly
positive and unjustified. Furthermore, the statement of Stuart Philipp, the president of the
Union of British Columbia’s Indian Chiefs, on the lenient sentence for the aboriginal offender
Monty Robinson (see Manuscript #2) also indicates that outgroups might not approve of PL.
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Phillips said “It really upsets me that Mr. Robinson was given due consideration for his
aboriginal background.”4 According to him an offender’s aboriginal background should only
be taken into account when the offender had suffered in his or her youth, but it should not be
automatic.
At this point it is difficult to say which alternative applies: that the outgroup is
thankful for the leniency or rejects it. Future research should examine outgroup members’
reactions to PL and find out whether they perceive it as strategic or genuine. Major et al.’s
Perceived Internal Motivation Scale and Perceived External Motivation Scale (2013) which
assesses minorities’ perceptions of majority members’ unprejudiced behavior could help to
clarify this issue.

9 Conclusion
The present research has a number of implications for research on retributive justice
and research on discrimination. Regarding retributive justice, the present research provides
further evidence for how the social context affects sentencing decisions and illuminates how
considerations for the social context can make functions of a punishment salient other than
deterrence and retribution as the classic motives for punishment: By recommending a lenient
sentence for an outgroup offender, the ingroup can communicate that it is not prejudiced
against the outgroup and wants to treat it positively. Moreover, as Studies 3 and 4 prove, the
lenient punishment can also serve to stabilize status differences. The present research shows
further that a lenient sentence can help to maintain a positive social identity an effect that has
only been ascribed to harsh sentences by prior research. Furthermore, the present research
does not only show how the intergroup context influences sentencing decisions but also how
the temporal context influences them by demonstrating how previous behavior can influence
sentencing decisions: Study 1 and 2 demonstrated that whether participants had the
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opportunity to endorse the outgroup at the beginning of the experiment affected sentencing
severity.
Regarding benevolent discrimination, the present research is the first to investigate
benevolent discrimination in sentencing decisions and offer evidence for its negative
consequences for the outgroup: Studies 1 to 3 substantiate PL as a form of benevolent
discrimination while Study 4 shows how PL for one outgroup offender can have negative
consequences for the whole outgroup by providing the ingroup with a legitimization to
dismiss legitimate complaints of the outgroup as unjustified.
The research presented here has also implications for everyday life. There are many
situations in everyday life that require people to act on their punitive attitudes, for instance as
superiors they have to sanction subordinates or as subordinates they have to react to a coworker breaking the rules or as parents they sometimes have to sanction other parents’
children (Fragale et al., 2009). The intergroup context might become particularly salient in
such everyday situations where the transgression is mostly minor, the reaction public, and the
interactions between the individuals and groups involved continue after the sanction. Under
these circumstances PL is very likely to occur since appearing prejudiced and discriminatory
because of a too harsh punitive reaction could cause greater harm to the individual and its
group than the transgression caused.
The last question that remains is how the present research can be applied?
Recognizing the phenomenon of PL and being able to explain it, is the first step towards
doing something against it. Fehr and Sassenberg (2009) demonstrated for benevolent
discrimination that when participants were informed about the negative consequences of
benevolent discrimination for the outgroup they evaluated their prior benevolently
discriminating behavior critically. This should also work for PL: Informing people that the
outgroup would appreciate it more to receive a fair punishment than an undeserved lenient
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punishment should induce people to see PL more critically and neutralize the leniency effect
in subsequent sentencing decisions. Another possibility would be to make a superordinate
identity salient that comprises in- and outgroup to decrease the influence of the offender’s
group membership and guide people’s attention back to the offense and how it should be
punished regardless of the intergroup context.
PL offers the ingroup an easy, low cost and comfortable option to avoid the risks
entwined with punishing an outgroup offender. To make it even more attractive it has further
benefits, it helps the ingroup to maintain a positive social identity, stabilizes the intergroup
status differential and can even serve in the future as legitimization not to take the outgroup’s
discrimination claims seriously. Although all this seems very positive for the ingroup it puts
the outgroup in an impossible position: It is denied a fair punishment for the offender and
signalizes that the ingroup cares more about its image and social well-being than about justice
and the norms and values that have been harmed through the offense. Moreover, the outgroup
has to accept the leniency whether it wants to or not and it can even happen that it has to pay
for the leniency in the future when the ingroup uses it to shrug off the outgroup’s legitimate
complaints.
There is enough proof in history that such systems of “coercive love” (Jackman, 1994)
help to perpetuate relationships of inequality. The present research demonstrates that such
strategic benevolence still occurs today. The insights gained from this research can help to
create an awareness for the damage this strategic benevolence causes and thereby contribute
to eventually break these patterns.
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Footnotes
1

Right-wing Authoritarianism (Altemeyer, 1981) is a personality variable

characterizing an individual’s tendency to submit to authorities, adhere to norms and
conventions and to reject and punish people violating these norms.
2

Social dominance orientation is “a general attitudinal orientation toward intergroup

relations, reflecting whether one generally prefers such relations to be equal, versus
hierarchical” (Pratto, Sidanius, Stallworth, & Malle, 1994, p. 742). Individuals high in social
dominance orientation embrace hierarchies in social systems and arrange groups in a superiorinferior order.
3

in the sense of compassion

4

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/native-leader-decries-

lenient-sentence-for-ex-mountie/article4448120/
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Appendix

Appendix
Results Sympathy
The indirect effect of offender group membership on sentencing severity via sympathy
was tested via the boot strapping procedure recommended by Preacher et al. (2007). The
indirect effect was tested in the condition in which the leniency effect occurred, i.e. the moral
credentials not established condition in Study 1 (n=33) and 2 (n=47) and the stable status
differential condition in Study 3 (n=45). The indirect effect of group membership on
sentencing severity via sympathy was neither significant in Study 1, β=.00; SE( β )=0.05;
95% CI=[-.086; .101], nor in Study 2, β=-.00; SE(β)=0.06; 95% CI=[-.123; .111], nor in
Study 3, β=-.01; SE(β)=0.08; 95% CI = [-.264; .124].
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung
Oft empfehlen Laien unterschiedliche Strafen für Täter aus unterschiedlichen
Gruppen. Dementsprechend gibt es auch in der Sozialpsychologie und in der Forschung, die
sich mit den Strafeinstellungen von Laien beschäftigt (retributive justice), unterschiedliche
Erklärungsansätze für den Einfluss der Gruppenzugehörigkeit des Täters auf das Strafmaß.
Die beiden einflussreichsten Ansätze sind dabei der „Ingroup Bias“ und der „Black Sheep
Effect“. Der „Ingroup Bias“ (Feather & Souter, 2002; Taylor & Hosch, 2004) basiert auf der
Annahme, dass Mitglieder der eigenen Gruppe (Ingroup) gegenüber Mitgliedern fremder
Gruppen (Outgroups) bevorzugt werden, und er geht deshalb davon aus, dass Ingroup-Täter
milder bestraft werden als Outgroup-Täter. Im Gegensatz dazu nimmt die Forschung zum
„Black Sheep Effect“ (Kerr, Hymes, Anderson, & Weathers, 1995; Marques, Yzerbyt, &
Leyens, 1988) an, dass Ingroup-Täter härter bestraft werden als Outgroup-Täter, weil ihr
Vergehen sich negativ auf das Image der Ingroup auswirkt und weil sie offen gezeigt haben,
dass die Regeln und Normen der Ingroup von ihnen nicht respektiert werden. Für beide
Annahmen gibt es empirische Belege. Insgesamt ist die Befundlage zum Einfluss der
Gruppenzugehörigkeit des Täters allerdings sehr uneinheitlich und es lässt sich keine klare
Aussage machen, wann Outgroup-Täter härter oder milder bestraft werden als Ingroup-Täter.
Die vorliegende Dissertation bietet nun einen neuen Ansatz, der sich im Gegensatz zu
den bisherigen theoretischen Erklärungen auf die Bestrafung des Täters aus der Fremdgruppe
und deren Bedeutung für die Ingroup fokussiert. Die Hauptannahme dieses neuen Ansatzes
ist, dass Ingroup-Mitglieder unter bestimmten Umständen Outgroup-Täter milder bestrafen
als Ingroup-Täter, um eine positive soziale Identität zu bewahren. Da diese Milde als
strategisch angesehen wird und hauptsächlich der Ingroup dienen soll, wird sie im Folgenden
als „gönnerhafte Milde“ bezeichnet.
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Die Bestrafung eines Outgroup-Täters birgt gewisse Risiken für die Ingroup. Wenn
das Urteil für den Outgroup-Täter als zu hart angesehen wird, wird es schnell als
Diskriminierung und die urteilende Person als vorurteilsbehaftet wahrgenommen. Dies wird
noch weiter dadurch verschlimmert, dass bei der Bestrafung eines Outgroup-Mitglieds durch
ein Ingroup-Mitglied der Intergruppenkontext aktiviert wird. Die urteilende Person und der
Täter werden nicht mehr als Individuen wahrgenommen, sondern als Vertreter ihrer Gruppe.
Entsprechend wird das Verhalten der beurteilenden Person auf ihre ganze Gruppe übertragen.
Die Beurteilung eines Fremdgruppentäters stellt somit eine Gefahr für das Image der
gesamten Ingroup da. Eine milde Beurteilung des Outgroup-Täters bietet eine einfache
Möglichkeit, dieses Risiko zu vermeiden. Die Ingroup kann ihre positive soziale Identität
bewahren und nach innen und außen demonstrieren, dass sie keine Vorurteile hat und dass sie
es gut mit der Outgroup meint.
Eine weitere Hauptannahme der vorliegenden Arbeit ist, dass gönnerhafte Milde nur
gegenüber statusniedrigeren Gruppen auftritt, weil die Ingroup sie sich nur in diesem Fall
leisten kann und weil sie nur dann dazu beitragen kann, ihre positive Identität und
Überlegenheit zu bewahren. Des weiteren wird angenommen, dass gönnerhafte Milde dazu
dient, die Überlegenheit der Ingroup auch in Zukunft zu sichern und die Statusunterschiede
zwischen In- und Outgroup zu stabilisieren: Sollte sich die Outgroup später einmal über die
Ingroup beschweren, kann diese auf das milde Urteil als Beweis ihrer positiven Einstellung
gegenüber der Outgroup verweisen und damit die Beschwerden der Outgroup als
ungerechtfertigt zurückweisen.
Im Rahmen der Dissertation wird zudem aufgezeigt, dass gönnerhafte Milde als
oberflächlich positives Verhalten einer statushöheren Gruppe als eine Form benevolenter
Diskriminierung (Fehr & Sassenberg, 2009) verstanden werden kann: Die Mitglieder der
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Fremdgruppe werden nur deshalb positiv behandelt, weil sie als unterlegen und passiv
angesehen werden.
Die Existenz von gönnerhafter Milde, ihr strategischer und statuserhaltender Charakter
wurden in 4 Studien überprüft, die in zwei Manuskripten dargestellt werden.
Die Hauptfragestellung von Manuskript 1 war, ob Milde für Outgroup-Täter der
Ingroup dazu dienen kann, ihr Image zu bewahren. In zwei Studien zeigte sich, dass für
Outgroup-Täter ein milderes Strafmaß empfohlen wurde als für Ingroup-Täter und für Täter,
deren Gruppenzugehörigkeit nicht bekannt war. Diese Milde verschwand aber, wenn die
Versuchspersonen zuvor anderweitig zeigen konnten, dass sie keine Vorurteile gegenüber der
Outgroup hatten (moral credentials).
Manuskript 2 behandelt in 2 Studien die statuserhaltende Funktion von gönnerhafter
Milde. In Studie 3 konnte nachgewiesen werden, dass Milde nur dann gezeigt wird, wenn die
Ingroup es sich leisten kann, d.h. wenn die Statusunterschiede zwischen In- und Outgroup
stabil sind. Wenn angedeutet wurde, dass die Ingroup in der Zukunft ihre überlegene Position
an die Outgroup verlieren könnte, verschwand die Milde. Studie 4 liefert einen Beweis dafür,
dass gönnerhafte Milde tatsächlich dazu dienen kann, die Statusunterschiede zwischen In- und
Outgroup zu zementieren. Wenn die Versuchspersonen erfuhren, dass ihre Ingroup einen
Outgroup-Täter milde bestraft hatte, beurteilten sie anschließend ein Mitglied derselben
Outgroup, das sich über Diskriminierung durch die Ingroup beschwerte, eher als
überempfindlichen Nörgler, als wenn sie zuvor erfahren hatten, dass ihre Ingroup den
Outgroup-Täter härter oder genauso hart bestraft hatte wie einen Ingroup-Täter.
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Abstract
The present research investigates leniency for out-group offenders and differentiates it from the black sheep effect. The authors
assume that leniency for out-group offenders can be used by in-group members to protect their group’s image by displaying that
they are not prejudiced. Thus, leniency should disappear when in-group members have otherwise shown that they are not
prejudiced (i.e., moral credentials). In two experiments, offenders’ group membership and participants’ opportunity to establish
moral credentials were manipulated. Results showed that out-group offenders received the lowest punishment severity ratings
(Studies 1 and 2). However, this leniency effect vanished when participants had established moral credentials by either endorsing the participation of out-group members in lobby groups (Study 1) or writing about a positive experience with an out-group
member (Study 2). These ﬁndings suggest that lenient punishments for out-group offenders may sometimes reﬂect a relatively
easy strategy to display the in-group as being unprejudiced. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
INTRODUCTION

People often recommend different punishments for offenders
from different groups. Classical and modern theories of
intergroup relations provide different explanations for this
phenomenon. Social identity theory predicts that offenders who
belong to the same group as the judging person (“in-group
offenders”) should proﬁt from in-group favoritism (e.g., Tajfel
& Turner, 1986) and should thus be punished more leniently by
in-group members than offenders who belong to an out-group.
Research on the “black sheep effect” (BSE), on the other hand,
suggests that in-group offenders should be punished more harshly
than out-group offenders because their actions threaten the
opportunity to derive a positive social identity from being a member of the in-group (e.g., Marques, Abrams, & Serôdio, 2001;
Marques & Paez, 1994; Marques, Yzerbyt, & Leyens, 1988).
Empirically, the current pattern of published ﬁndings
provides no clear answer to the question of whether in-group
offenders are punished more harshly or rather more leniently
than out-group offenders. Some studies suggest that out-group
offenders receive harsher punishment than in-group offenders
(Graham, Weiner, & Zucker, 1997; Sommers & Ellsworth,
2000, 2001; Steffensmeier & Demuth, 2006). Other research,
however, has found no compelling evidence that the offenders’
group membership affects punitive judgments, neither in
controlled vignette studies (e.g., Mazzella & Feingold, 1994)
nor in real court cases (e.g., Williams & Holcomb, 2001).
Finally, there are also studies showing that out-group offenders
receive more lenient punishments and more positive evaluations

than do in-group offenders. For instance, Feather and Souter
(2002) found that an Aboriginal Australian offender was considered less responsible for a case of theft and, accordingly, perceived
as less deserving of the sentence than a White Australian perpetrator who committed the same offense. In the same vein, Gordon
(1993) showed that Black offenders were assigned more lenient
sentences than White offenders (also Feather & Oberdan, 2000;
Gordon, Bindrim, McNicholas, & Walden, 1988; Kemmelmeier,
2005). In the present research, we discuss a possible explanation
for such a leniency effect.
One might argue that the in-group–out-group difference in
punitive responses simply reﬂects a BSE. This implies that the
effect is driven by particularly harsh judgment on the in-group
offender, not some sort of leniency for the out-group offender.
Differentiating a leniency effect from a BSE therefore requires
a baseline of punitive responses and an appropriate experimental
control group. However, most of the research on the BSE did not
use a control group; therefore, it is difﬁcult to rule out that the
out-group offender proﬁted from a particularly lenient judgment.
In the present research, we will investigate the possibility that
out-group offenders are punished more leniently than in-group
offenders as well as offenders in a control condition in which
the offenders’ group membership is irrelevant. Moreover, we will
scrutinize the possibility that leniency for out-group offenders
can be considered a strategic reaction by the in-group that serves
to maintain and foster a positive image of the in-group. On a
theoretical level, this phenomenon has been referred to as the
“patronizing leniency” effect (Gollwitzer, Keller, & Braun,
2012). However, it has not been empirically investigated so far.
Our research ﬁlls this gap.
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INTRODUCING PATRONIZING LENIENCY

The social identity theory holds that individuals are biased in their
evaluations and decisions in favor of their in-group because their
self-esteem is closely linked to the relative status of their group. In
accordance with the social identity theory, the model of subjective
group dynamics assumes that individuals behave differently
toward out-group versus in-group deviants to maintain a positive
social identity (Abrams, Marques, Bown, & Henson, 2000;
Marques et al., 2001; van Prooijen & Lam, 2007). The most
plausible way to achieve this goal in the context of assigning
punishment to an in-group versus an out-group offender is to treat
the in-group offender more leniently. However, we assume that a
positive social identity can also be maintained by assigning more
lenient punishment to the out-group offender.
There are clear beneﬁts for the judging person and the in-group
that result from treating the out-group offender leniently: the
in-group can—internally and externally—demonstrate that it is
unprejudiced and that it endorses egalitarian values. Furthermore,
the out-group is obliged to be thankful for the positive treatment
and, thus, prevented from complaining in future interactions.
Consequently, status differences between in-group and out-group
are fostered and consolidated.
Similar cases in which out-group members are treated more
positively than in-group members have been described in the
psychological literature on prejudice and discrimination, for
instance on positive prejudice (Dienstbier, 1970) and reverse
discrimination (Dutton, 1971, 1973). More recently, Fehr and
Sassenberg (2009) introduced the term “benevolent discrimination” (also benevolent sexism, Glick & Fiske, 2001) to describe
the phenomenon that positive behavior that looks like “true”
sympathy and “true” compassion for members of an out-group
actually reﬂects an ideology of inequality: out-group members
are treated positively because they are seen as inferior, incompetent, and passive. The concept of benevolent discrimination is
similar to what Gollwitzer et al. (2012) referred to as “patronizing
leniency,” which we deﬁne as a form of benevolent discrimination
that occurs in sentencing decisions for out-group offenders
because the out-group offender is only treated leniently to
maintain the image and the superiority of the in-group.

PATRONIZING LENIENCY AND MORAL
CREDENTIALS
Given that the leniency effect is possibly strategic and serves to
protect the image of the in-group member and the in-group as a
whole, it should disappear when group members have otherwise
demonstrated that they and the group they belong to are not
prejudiced and hold egalitarian values. The concept of moral
credentials (Monin & Miller, 2001) is particularly suitable and
helpful in this regard. It suggests that individuals who have
demonstrated their egalitarian orientation in one situation
feel liberated to express prejudiced attitudes in a subsequent
situation. Moral credentials serve as evidence that one
is unbiased. There are different ways to establish moral
credentials, by mentioning positive aspects about an out-group
in a conversation, by explicitly stating that one is closest friends
with an out-group member (e.g., “my best friend is from India”),
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

by actively supporting the out-group, or by donating money to
an organization that supports the out-group (Krumm & Corning,
2008). In line with this reasoning, it was shown that people who
were given the opportunity to contradict blatantly racist or sexist
statements (Monin & Miller, 2001) or to vote for Barack Obama
in the 2008 presidential election (Effron, Cameron, & Monin,
2009) were more likely to choose a male (or White) applicant in
a job selection task than a female (or Black) candidate.
In many of the studies on moral credentials, preferring White
over Black or male over female job applicants was used as a
dependent variable (Bradley-Geist, King, Skorinko, Hebl, &
McKenna, 2010; Effron et al., 2009; Monin & Miller, 2001). In
the present research, we will transfer the concept of moral
credentials to the domain of lay people’s sentencing decisions
and punitive attitudes. We assume that when participants are
given the opportunity to show that they and their in-group hold
egalitarian values (and, thus, established moral credentials),
out-group offenders should not be treated more leniently.
HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH GOALS
Our main objectives for this research are twofold: ﬁrstly, we will
test whether out-group offenders receive more lenient punitive
responses than offenders who belong to the participants’ own
group or offenders whose group membership is irrelevant.
The latter control condition is necessary for differentiating
the assumed leniency effect for out-group offenders from a BSE
(i.e., harsher punishment for in-group offenders). Secondly, we
aim to demonstrate the instrumental nature of patronizing
leniency. We assume that the leniency effect disappears when
in-group members have otherwise shown that they are not
prejudiced (which presumably earned them moral credentials).
We will test these assumptions in two studies. In the ﬁrst study,
German participants had, depending on their experimental condition, the opportunity to establish moral credentials by expressing
their support for Southeast Asians in Germany; afterwards, their
sentencing decisions and punitive attitudes for three offenses were
assessed. In the second study, West German participants had,
depending on their experimental condition, the opportunity to
establish moral credentials by writing about a positive experience
with a person from East Germany and were then asked about
their punitive attitudes and sentencing recommendations for a
case of vandalism.
STUDY 1
Study 1 provides a ﬁrst test of the concept of patronizing leniency.
In an online experiment, we assessed participants’ punitive
reactions toward three criminal offenses and examined whether
the offender’s group membership and the establishment of moral
credentials had an effect on these reactions.
The present study uses Southeast Asians as an out-group. This
group is particularly suitable for a ﬁrst test of our hypothesis
because perceptions of Southeast Asians are presumably less
inﬂuenced by culturally shared negative stereotypes or past
conﬂicts, which could have unwanted effects on participants’
reactions. Furthermore, Southeast Asians are less likely to elicit
threat among Germans than, for example, other ethnic out-groups
Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 42, 883–892 (2012)
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such as Turks, Russians, or Eastern Europeans (Asbrock, 2010;
Asbrock, Lemmer, Wagner, Becker, & Koller, 2009).
Method
Participants
Participants were recruited by posting a short description and a
link to the study in various online forums. To reach people from
different ages and backgrounds, we advertised the study in a broad
array of forums. We were careful to include forums that focus on
audiences that are often underrepresented in psychological studies
such as men and older people.
Participants were rewarded with a rafﬂe ticket in return for a
€20 voucher. Two hundred and seventy-four participants
completed the online experiment. The data from 16 participants
were removed because they did not use the opportunity to
establish moral credentials (as detailed in succeeding texts). Of
the remaining sample, 138 (54%) were women. Ages ranged from
18 to 79 years (M = 37.8, SD = 12.5).
Design and Procedure
The study used a 2  3 design with moral credentials
(established versus not established) and the offender’s group membership (in-group versus out-group versus no group membership)
as between-subjects factors. Participants in the moral credentials
established condition (n = 140) were informed that although there
was a stable number of Southeast Asians living in Germany only
few of them are actively involved in lobby groups, such as citizen
initiatives, parents’ associations, and work councils. They were
asked whether they think that Southeast Asians should be more
strongly encouraged to join lobby groups. Furthermore, respondents wrote a short statement about their opinion on the participation of Southeast Asians in lobby groups. Sixteen participants
(6%) did not endorse the idea of encouraging Southeast Asians
to join lobby groups; their data were discarded from further
analyses. Participants in the moral credentials not established condition (n = 134) were given a short report about the advantages and
disadvantages of Google Street View and then asked to rate their
agreement with two statements about Google Street View. Moreover, participants also wrote a short statement about their opinion
on the introduction of Google Street View. We chose the opinion
on Google Street View in the moral credentials not established
condition because being in favor of or against Google Street View
should not provide participants with moral credentials. Both
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opinions are accepted by the general public in Germany, and
neither is related to issues of morality or social desirability.
Next, participants read three vignettes about a case of
vandalism, a case of burglary, and a case of armed robbery. Group
membership was manipulated by changing the perpetrators’ name
in the vignette. In the in-group offender condition, the perpetrator
had a typical German name in all three vignettes (e.g., Michael
Berger); in the out-group offender condition, he had a typical
Southeast Asian name (e.g., Naresh Anand); and in the control
condition, only the initials were given (e.g., H. F.). The perpetrator
was always described as male because vandalism, burglary, and
armed robbery are typically more likely to be committed by male
offenders. In all three scenarios, nothing was said about the
respective victims because the victim’s group membership might
have inﬂuenced sentencing decisions (Mazzella & Feingold,
1994; Stevenson, Sorenson, Smith, Sekely, & Dzwairo, 2009;
Sweeney & Haney, 1992; Williams & Holcomb, 2001).

Dependent Variable
After each vignette, respondents were asked about their punitive
reactions to the perpetrator and the wrongdoing. The ﬁrst set of
items addressed the importance of sentencing the offender with
statements such as “It is important that the offender is held responsible for his deed.” The second set of items focused on the severity
of punishment with statements such as “This offense requires a
harsh punishment.” Severity of punishment was additionally
assessed with an item measuring the preference for punitive
sanctions and an abstract punishment measure: “Which punishment would you assign to the perpetrator?” The response format
consisted of six categories (from 1 to 6) and ranged from the legal
minimum penalty (e.g., community service) to the legal
maximum penalty (severe prison sentence). All 13 statements
were combined into a single measure of punishment severity
(Cronbach’s a = .92 for the vandalism vignette, a = .89 for the
burglary vignette, and a = .90 for the armed robbery vignette).
Severity scores were highly correlated across the three vignettes
(mean r = .64). Moreover, although the three vignettes differed
in their transgression severity and therefore also in their
punishment severity ratings (M’s = 3.48, 3.76, and 4.49 for
the vandalism, the burglary, and the armed robbery vignette,
respectively, F(2, 514) = 269.18, p = .000, ² = 0.51), the pattern
of results (Table 1) was the same across all three cases. Therefore,
we decided to aggregate punishment severity ratings across all
three vignettes.

Table 1. Dependent variables in Study 1
Correlations
Variable
Punishment severity vandalism (1)
Punishment severity burglary (2)
Punishment severity robbery (3)
Mean punishment severity (4)
Political orientation (5)

M (SD)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

3.48 (0.92)
3.76 (0.80)
4.49 (0.81)
3.70 (0.75)
3.33 (1.13)

.71***
.52***
.83***
.29***

.69***
.88***
.29***

.77***
.25***

.32***

Notes: N = 258.
***p ≤ .001 (two-tailed). Variables 1 to 4 can vary from 1 to 6. Variable 5 can vary from 1 to 7.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table 2. Severity of punishment in Study 1
Group membership of offender
German offender
Control condition
Southeast Asian offender

Moral credentials
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral

credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials

not established
established
not established
established
not established
established

M (SD)

M adjusted

3.70 (0.62)
3.76 (0.79)
3.87 (0.90)
3.70 (0.66)
3.48 (0.75)
3.73 (0.73)

3.71
3.78
3.92
3.69
3.41
3.74

Notes: N = 258. The adjusted means are adjusted for political orientation.

Finally, control and demographic variables were assessed. As
control variable, we included participants’ political orientation
(“When you think about your political orientation as how liberal
or conservative would you describe yourself?”). Political orientation has been identiﬁed as an important predictor of punitive
sentiments and suggested harshness of punishment (e.g.,
Carlsmith & Sood, 2009; Carroll, Perkowitz, Lurigio, & Weaver,
1987). The response scale ranged from 1 (extremely liberal) to 7
(extremely conservative; M = 3.33, SD = 1.13).
Results
To test the assumption that participants who were not given an
opportunity to establish moral credentials would recommend
more lenient punishment for the out-group offender than for
offenders in the in-group and the control condition, we
conducted an analysis of covariance1 with group membership
and moral credentials as between-subjects factors and political
orientation as covariate. The effect of the covariate was significant, F(1, 251) = 35.05, p < .01, partial ² = 0.12. There was a
marginally signiﬁcant main effect of group membership, F(2,
251) = 2.61, p = .08, partial ² = 0.02, indicating that participants assigned more lenient sanctions to the out-group
offender (Madj = 3.57, M = 3.62, SD = 0.75) than to the
in-group offender (Madj = 3.74, M = 3.73, SD = 0.70) and the
offender without group membership (Madj = 3.81, M = 3.79,
SD = 0.80). No signiﬁcant main effect emerged for the moral
credentials manipulation, F(1, 251) = 0.41, p = .53, partial
² = 0.00. More importantly and in line with our theorizing,
the interaction effect was signiﬁcant, F(2, 251) = 3.41, p < .05,
partial ² = .03. Descriptive and adjusted means are depicted
in Table 2.
To explore this interaction in more detail, we tested
whether out-group offenders were treated more leniently than
in-group offenders and offenders in the control condition when
moral credentials were not established by using Helmert-type
contrast coding for the three offender conditions (political
orientation was always controlled for). This resulted in two
contrast tests. The ﬁrst test showed that punishment in the
in-group offender (Madj = 3.71, M = 3.70, SD = 0.61) and in
the control condition (Madj = 3.91, M = 3.87, SD = 0.90) did
not differ from each other (p = .20). The second contrast
1

When the covariate was not included, neither the main effect of group membership (F(2, 252) = 1.33, p = .27, partial ² = 0.01) nor the main effect of
moral credentials (F(1, 252) = 0.25, p = .62, partial ² = 0.00) nor the interaction effect (F(2, 252) = 1.77, p = .17, partial ² = 0.01) was signiﬁcant. This
suggests that including political orientation as a covariate into the model reduced the error variance in punitive judgments and increased the power of
ﬁnding the hypothesized interaction effect.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

test showed that punishment assigned to out-group offenders
(Madj = 3.43, M = 3.48, SD = 0.75) was signiﬁcantly lower
than the punishment assigned to offenders in the other two
conditions (p < .05). However, in line with our conceptualization of “patronizing leniency,” both contrast tests were
non-signiﬁcant (p’s = .54 and .96, respectively) when moral
credentials were established.
Notably, our ﬁndings also suggest that these effects cannot
be explained by a BSE: whereas a BSE would suggest that a
difference between punishments for in-group versus out-group
offenders is driven by the in-group offender condition
(i.e., they are punished more harshly than offenders of
unknown group membership), we can show that the effect is
indeed driven by the out-group offender condition here.
Discussion
The results of Study 1 lend ﬁrst evidence to the notion that
leniency toward out-group offenders may at least partly reﬂect
some kind of “patronizing leniency”: when no moral credentials
were established, a Southeast Asian offender was treated more
leniently than a German offender or an offender whose group
membership was not indicated. Moreover, the data support our
assumption that such leniency is a strategic reaction that serves
to protect the in-group’s favorable image as being unprejudiced
and egalitarian: leniency toward the out-group offender
vanished when participants had otherwise shown that they are
not prejudiced. Notably, by introducing a control condition in
which no group membership was indicated for the offender, we
were able to distinguish patronizing leniency from a BSE. In
contrast to a BSE, the effect was driven by the out-group
offender condition.
Political attitudes had a strong inﬂuence on punishment
severity. This replicates previous ﬁndings (e.g., Carlsmith &
Sood, 2009) and shows that individuals who describe
themselves as right-wing oriented tend to punish more severely
than individuals who describe themselves as left-wing oriented
regardless of extralegal factors such as the group membership of
the offender. Hence, it was necessary to control for political
orientation in our analyses to reveal the leniency effect.
Although the results of Study 1 generally support our
predictions, there are a few limitations and shortcomings. Firstly,
Southeast Asians are not the most relevant out-group in Germany,
so one might argue that the intergroup context that we created in
Study 1 is relatively artiﬁcial and, therefore, probably not generalizable to other intergroup contexts that are presumably more
meaningful to the in-group. Secondly, participants were asked to
evaluate different issues in the moral credentials established and
the moral credentials not established condition, that is, supporting
Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 42, 883–892 (2012)
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Southeast Asians versus evaluating Google Street View. It is
possible that the two conditions differed in more than just the
establishment of moral credentials. For instance, reading about
the introduction of Google Street View could have elicited threat
because many people perceive Google Street View as an intrusion
into privacy. Thus, we used more parallel manipulations in study 2
that were similar in wording and requirements for the respondents.
We interpret the ﬁnding that the leniency for the Southeast
Asian offender disappeared when moral credentials were
established as evidence for the notion that participants can more
easily openly express their prejudices after having established
moral credentials (Monin & Miller, 2001). However, there is a
possible alternative explanation for this ﬁnding: moral credentials
could be established by endorsing the idea that Southeast Asians
should be more strongly encouraged to join lobby groups. Now,
learning about a Southeast Asian offender who has committed a
serious crime could have made participants regret their prior
engagement for Southeast Asians. This alternative interpretation
is incompatible with our conceptualization of “patronizing
leniency”; therefore, we used a different moral credentials
manipulation in Study 2 to rule out this possible regret effect.
Furthermore, it is possible that the average punishment in the
control condition was relatively high because this condition did
not contain individuating information about the offender. Providing only initials instead of the name of the offender could have had
a depersonalizing effect, which led to a higher punishment. To
avoid a depersonalizing effect in study 2, we provided a short set
of facts about the offender in each condition including the name.
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experiment to categorize themselves as East or West Germans.
Making participants aware of their own group membership
at the beginning should enhance the effect of the group
membership manipulation.
The study was conducted with West Germans only. We
predicted that East German offenders would be treated more
leniently by the participants when they did not have the opportunity to establish moral credentials. We also predicted that this
leniency effect would disappear when participants had the
opportunity to establish moral credentials before.
Method
Sample
One-hundred and ten students from a West German university
participated as partial fulﬁllment of a course requirement.
Participants were asked whether they are from Germany and
whether they are West Germans or East Germans at the
beginning of the study. Only the participants who described
themselves as West Germans remained in the sample. Data
from 17 participants were excluded from analyses because
these participants wrote about a negative experience with a
person from East Germany (as detailed later) and thus did
not establish moral credentials. The ﬁnal sample comprised
93 participants (69% women); ages ranged between 19 and
36 years (M = 23.0, SD = 3.0).
Design and Procedure

STUDY 2
Study 2 aimed at replicating the results from Study 1 and to
address the aforementioned limitations. First, we used a
different, and more meaningful, intergroup context in Study 2:
participants were West Germans, and the out-group offender
was said to be East German. The relationship between East
and West Germans is particularly important against the
background of Germany’s recent history (Schmitt & Maes,
1998, 2002). More than 20 years after Germany’s re-uniﬁcation,
injustice, prejudice, and even discrimination between East and
West Germans are still an issue (Fischer, Maes, & Schmitt,
2007). Therefore, using West Germans as in-group and East
Germans as out-group provides a highly relevant and meaningful intergroup context that is, at the same time, suitable for
testing our notion of “patronizing leniency.”
We also changed the moral credentials manipulation in Study
2. We adopted a procedure from Bradley-Geist et al. (2010), in
which participants were instructed to write about an experience
they had with a member of the out-group. This procedure can
be regarded more advantageous than the one used in Study 1
because the credentialing effect should be stronger when
participants think and write about a personal experience with a
particular individual from the out-group instead of showing their
agreement with supportive statements. Moreover, the manipulation has been successfully employed in three studies by
Bradley-Geist et al. (2010).
Furthermore, we intensiﬁed the salience of the intergroup
context by asking participants right at the beginning of the
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

We adopted the design and procedure from Study 1 with three
alterations. Firstly, we used East Germans as an out-group.
Because the offender’s name is not a valid indicator of group
membership in this context, we manipulated group membership by providing respondents with a short set of facts about
the perpetrator (Ellsworth & Sommers, 2001), including name,
marital status, occupation, and the information that the
perpetrator was born and living in either East Germany
(out-group offender condition) or West Germany (in-group
offender condition). In the control condition, only name,
marital status, and occupation of the offender were given.
Secondly, as mentioned earlier, we used the moral credentials manipulation by Bradley-Geist et al. (2010). In the moral
credentials established condition (n = 44), participants were
instructed to write about an experience they had with a person
from East Germany. We did not specify whether they should
write about a positive or a negative experience, we only told
participants that the experience should be either clearly
positive or clearly negative. Bradley-Geist et al. (2010)
showed that the moral credentials manipulation works best
when the respondents choose freely whether they write about
a positive or negative incident. In the moral credentials not
established condition (n = 49), participants were asked to write
about a positive experience in the service sector. Thirdly, we
used only one criminal case instead of three: participants
learned about the case of vandalism from Study 1. We did
not use any other vignettes because the ﬁndings from Study
1 showed that punishment severity was highly correlated
across the three vignettes.
Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 42, 883–892 (2012)
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Table 3. Severity of punishment in Study 2
Group membership offender
West German offender
Control condition
East German offender

Moral credentials
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral
Moral

credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials
credentials

not established
established
not established
established
not established
established

M (SD)

M adjusted

2.94 (0.66)
2.74 (0.62)
3.16 (0.59)
2.49 (0.68)
2.64 (0.68)
2.89 (0.65)

2.90
2.79
3.15
2.54
2.58
2.93

Notes: N = 90. The adjusted means are adjusted for political orientation.

At the end of the experiment, we asked participants to indicate
whether the offender was East German, whether he was West
German, or whether this information was not provided. This
was used as a manipulation check measure for the group membership manipulation.
Dependent Variable
To focus more strongly on severity or leniency of punishment
than we had done in Study 1, we used 11 items that addressed
sentencing severity or leniency directly, such as “Lenient
punishment is sufﬁcient for this offense” (reverse coded).
Response scales ranged between 1 and 6, with higher scores
indicating more severe punishment (Cronbach’s a = .83;
M = 2.78, SD = 0.66). We also measured participants’ political orientation on a 7-point scale (M = 2.78, SD = 1.08) and included it
as a covariate in our analyses because, as in Study 1, it was positively correlated with punishment severity (r = .35, p < .01).
Results
Manipulation Check
When participants were asked whether the offender was from
East or West Germany, three participants gave a wrong
answer. These three participants were excluded from all
further analyses.2 Notably, all participants in the control
condition correctly answered that information about the
offender’s origin was not provided. Furthermore, participants’
responses to the open-ended questions were investigated. In
the moral credentials not established condition, all participants
wrote about a positive experience in the service sector. In
the moral credentials established condition, 17 participants
(15%) wrote about a negative experience. In line with previous
research on moral credentials, these participants were not
included in our main analyses because they did not establish
moral credentials.
Severity of Punishment
As in Study 1, we conducted an analysis of covariance,3 with
group membership and moral credentials as between-subjects
2

Results did not change when the three participants were included in the
analyses.
When the covariate was not included, neither the main effects of group membership (F(2, 84) = 0.11, p = .90, partial ² = 0.00) nor those of moral credentials (F(1, 84) = 2.24, p = .14, partial ² = 0.03) were signiﬁcant. The
interaction, however, was still signiﬁcant (F(2, 84) = 3.48, p < .05, partial
² = 0.08).
3

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

factors and political orientation as covariate. The effect of
the covariate was signiﬁcant (M = 2.80, SD = 1.09), F(1,
83) = 11.45, p < .01, partial ² = 0.12. There were no signiﬁcant main effects for group membership (F(2, 83) = 0.21,
p = .81, partial ² = 0.01) or moral credentials (F(1,
83) = 0.86, p = .36, partial ² = 0.01). More importantly,
however, we found the predicted interaction effect, F(2,
83) = 4.29, p < .05, partial ² = 0.09. Descriptive and adjusted
means are depicted in Table 3.
Just as in Study 1, the interaction was decomposed using
Helmert contrasts (political orientation was always controlled
for) for the two credentials conditions, separately. In the moral
credentials not established condition, the ﬁrst contrast test
showed that punishment severity did not differ (p = .25) between
the in-group offender condition (Madj = 2.86, M = 2.86, SD =
0.68) and the control condition (Madj = 3.12, M = 3.09, SD =
0.59). The second contrast test showed that punishment severity
for the East German offender (Madj = 2.55, M = 2.57, SD = 0.67)
was signiﬁcantly lower (p < .05) than for offenders in the
in-group or the control condition. In the moral credentials
established condition, both contrasts were non-signiﬁcant
(p’s = .27 and .26, respectively). Again, these results cannot be
accounted for by a BSE.

Discussion
The second experiment corroborated our assumptions and
showed that the pattern of results obtained in Study 1 is robust
and generalizable. Firstly, we replicated the leniency effect in
a context where the offender belonged to another out-group.
Secondly, the leniency effect again disappeared when
participants had otherwise established moral credentials.
Thirdly, the pattern of results discarded the BSE as an alternative
explanation. The effects obtained in Study 1 were successfully
replicated with a different intergroup context and a different
moral credentials manipulation.
Notably, we tested our hypotheses rather conservatively in
the present experiment. When individuals were told to think of
a positive experience with a person from East Germany and
were subsequently asked to judge an East German offender,
demand characteristics were created. One would expect that
the moral credentials instruction induced participants to treat
the East German offender more leniently. However, this did
not happen in our sample; the East German perpetrator even
received slightly harsher punishment than the West German
perpetrator, which supports our assumptions that the leniency
expressed toward the out-group offender when no moral
credentials were established can be regarded strategic.
Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 42, 883–892 (2012)
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In contrast to Study 1, we can rule out the possibility that the
pattern of results can be explained by a regret effect: whereas
participants in the moral credentials established condition in
Study 1 might have regretted their engagement for Southeast
Asians after learning about a criminal offender from Southeast
Asia and might therefore have punished him more severely, such
an explanation is less plausible in Study 2. Nevertheless, one
cannot fully rule out that a higher punishment for the East
German offender in the moral credentials established condition
can be explained by a contrast effect: thinking about a positive
experience with a person from East Germany and learning about
an East German offender later on could have been experienced
as dissonant by our participants. This possibility should be
investigated more systematically in future studies.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The two studies presented here provide ﬁrst evidence for the
notion that out-group offenders are punished more leniently
than are offenders from participants’ in-group or offenders
whose group membership was irrelevant. Moreover, the two
experiments described here demonstrate that this leniency
can be considered strategic and patronizing, in that it serves
to protect the in-group’s favorable image and relative status
(Gollwitzer et al., 2012). When participants had been given
the opportunity to show that they are not prejudiced and had
established moral credentials by expressing their support for
Southeast Asians (Study 1) or by writing about a positive
experience with a person from East Germany (Study 2), the
leniency effect for the out-group perpetrator disappeared.
Interestingly, we did not ﬁnd evidence for a BSE in our
data. This is remarkable given the large body of research
demonstrating a BSE in retributive contexts (e.g., Shinada,
Yamagishi, & Ohmura, 2004). Nevertheless, other research
also showed that a BSE with regard to punitive judgments
only occurs under certain conditions, such as when the offender’s guilt cannot be doubted (van Prooijen, 2006) or when he
or she is a repeat offender (Gollwitzer & Keller, 2010). In the
present context, these conditions were not satisﬁed. However,
it is possible that prior research on the BSE could also be
explained by a leniency effect for the out-group offender.
Because most of these studies only compared reactions to
in-group and out-group perpetrators without including a
control group, this alternative might be hard to fully rule out.
Thus, it is left to future research to clarify this issue.
The two studies described are the ﬁrst to investigate the
phenomenon of patronizing leniency in retributive contexts
empirically. We believe that patronizing leniency shares many
conceptual features with related phenomena such as reverse
discrimination (Dutton & Lake, 1973) or benevolent discrimination or sexism (Fehr & Sassenberg, 2009; Glick & Fiske,
2001): treating an out-group member positively in a “trivial”
situation (i.e., a situation that is not particularly costly for the
benefactor) can increase a person’s positive social identity as
being member of a good-natured, unprejudiced, and egalitarian group. Dutton (1973) deﬁned trivial situations as situations
that require little effort from the in-group member, have only
short-time consequences, and do not reduce the socioCopyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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emotional distance between the out-group and in-group
members. Such positive behavior in trivial situations—be it
strategically calculated or accepted as a positive side effect—
fosters intergroup status differences and maintains the ingroup’s moral status. Furthermore and most detrimental for
the out-group, it prevents the out-group from claiming to be
treated in a more egalitarian way in “non-trivial” contexts,
which would have long-term consequences, need time and
commitment from the in-group, and would decrease the social
distance between out-group and in-group.

Limitations and Directions for Future Research
As already discussed in Studies 1 and 2, we cannot fully rule
out that a higher punishment for the out-group offender in
the moral credentials established condition may reﬂect a regret
effect in Study 1 (where participants might have regretted their
commitment for Southeast Asians after learning about a
criminal offender from Southeast Asia) or a contrast effect in
Study 2 (where participants who were exposed to an East
German offender might have experienced dissonance after thinking about a positive experience with a person from East
Germany). One way future research could solve this would be
to use different domains for the establishment of moral
credentials and the behavior they license (Mazar & Zhong,
2010). For example, the group on which one can establish moral
credentials could be another group than the group the offender
belongs to. On the other hand, one can argue that we used a
particularly conservative test of our hypotheses because the moral
credentials manipulation could also have created an experimental
demand to treat the out-group positively. If such a demand effect
existed, the moral credentials effect in the out-group offender
condition might even be stronger than it appeared in the present
research, which would lend even more support to our conceptualization of patronizing leniency.
Another point that seems worth discussing is the relatively
strong effect of the moral credentials manipulation in the
control condition: an offender whose group membership was
not explicitly stated was treated more leniently when moral
credentials had been established. This ﬁnding is not in line
with the classical credentialing effect (Merritt, Effron, &
Monin, 2010; Monin & Miller, 2001). However, this particular
case is not one in which moral credentials should apply: in
contrast to punishing an out-group offender, punishing an
offender whose group membership is not indicated does not
entail the risk to appear prejudiced and thus should not require
moral credentials. We assume that asking participants about
their support for Southeast Asians or writing about a positive
experience with a person from East Germany created a more
general norm of benevolence that led to more lenient reactions
for the perpetrator. We believe that any perpetrator would have
proﬁted from the benevolence that was induced in this condition as long as his or her group membership is not an issue.
Furthermore, the act of punishing an offender itself can
be considered as a means to establish moral credentials.
Assigning a harsh punishment could be utilized to signal that
a person values justice. This would explain the relatively harsh
punishment of the offender in the moral credentials not
established condition when group membership was irrelevant.
Eur. J. Soc. Psychol. 42, 883–892 (2012)
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Real-world examples for this process are the tough-on-crime
slogans that politicians use in election campaigns to gain the
trust and support of the voters.
A further limitation is that we do not know exactly how
participants in the control condition perceived the perpetrator.
It is possible that they implicitly assumed the perpetrator to be
an out-group or an in-group member. Yet the results of the
manipulation check in Study 2 show that all participants in
the control condition correctly responded that no information
about the perpetrator’s origin was given.
In these ﬁrst two studies, we were rather cautious in selecting the intergroup context. Regarding the inconsistent ﬁndings
on sentencing decisions for out-group offenders, we used two
contexts in which a leniency effect was relatively likely to
occur. There may be other intergroup contexts in which a
leniency effect might not occur. Future research should be
more audacious and explore the boundary conditions of
patronizing leniency, for instance, by using different groups
or even an artiﬁcial intergroup context such as the minimal
group paradigm.
Another issue that requires further investigation is the role
of additional moderator variables that may affect the occurrence of patronizing leniency. We assume that there are at least
two further moderator variables: the stability of status differences between the in-group and the out-group and individual
differences in the motivation to control prejudice (Gollwitzer
et al., 2012). Regarding stability of status differences, we used
intergroup contexts in which status differences are clear and
stable. Future studies should examine how stability of status
differences affects patronizing leniency by directly manipulating it and investigating whether it is in fact a necessary
precondition for patronizing leniency to occur. With regard
to motivation to control prejudice (Plant & Devine, 1998;
Dunton & Fazio, 1997), we expect that patronizing leniency
should be particularly likely when motivation to control
prejudice is high, for instance when the sentencing decision
is given in public compared with when it is written down
anonymously.
Finally, there is an implicit assumption we make in our
conceptualization of patronizing leniency that we have not
tested yet. We assume that in-group members treat an outgroup offender leniently to preserve the image of the group.
However, preferring lenient treatment of out-group offenders
could also serve to protect one’s image on the individual level
and be driven by the individual’s motivation to control
prejudice (Dunton & Fazio, 1997; Plant & Devine, 1998).
With the present research, we cannot determine how much of
the leniency effect can be explained by private versus social
identity concerns. It is highly probable that the leniency effect
is motivated by both. To support our claim that patronizing
leniency serves to protect the image of the in-group and to
disentangle the inﬂuences of private and social identity
concerns, future researchers should examine how motivation
to control prejudice, personal self-esteem, and collective selfesteem are affected by the establishment of moral credentials
and the leniency effect.
A second implicit assumption is that in-group members
establish moral credentials not only for themselves—as has
been put forward by previous research on moral credentials
(Merritt et al., 2010; Monin & Miller, 2001)—but also for their
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

entire group. The notion of “collective moral credentials” has
not been investigated yet, but Kouchaki (2011) provided ﬁrst
evidence for “vicarious moral credentials”: individuals derive
moral credentials when they learn that their group has accrued
moral credentials. This ﬁnding shows that moral credentials
can be transferred between the individual and the group level.
Future research should extend the theory of moral credentials
by investigating whether an individual can establish collective
moral credentials for his or her entire group.

CONCLUSION
The presented research sheds light on why juridical laypersons
treat out-group offenders leniently. More precisely, we investigated under which circumstances an out-group perpetrator
is treated more leniently than an in-group offender and an
offender of unknown group membership, and we offered a ﬁrst
explanation for these effects by introducing the concept of
patronizing leniency. Furthermore, our research is the ﬁrst to
apply the notion of moral credentials to a punitive context by
showing that out-group perpetrators receive more lenient
punishment only when people have not otherwise shown that
they belong to an unprejudiced group. Moreover, this ﬁnding
implies further that lenient punishments for out-group
offenders can serve as a means to protect the in-group and
maintain a positive social identity, a function that previous
research only ascribed to harsh punishments for out-group
offenders (e.g., Sweeney & Haney, 1992; van Prooijen &
Lam, 2007). On a broader level, our ﬁndings thus corroborate
the notion that group dynamics play an important role in
punitive contexts (Gollwitzer et al., 2012).
The presented research provides ﬁrst evidence for the
concept of patronizing leniency and demonstrates how social
identity concerns and the attenuation of these concerns
through moral credentialing can affect punitive behavior.
Investigating moral credentialing in sentencing decisions
could thus help us to understand lay people’s sentencing
decisions and help to pave the way to fairer judgments.
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APPENDIX
ENGLISH TRANSLATION OF THE SCENARIOS
USED IN STUDIES 1 AND 21
Vandalism
In the late evening of July 2, 2009, a witness called the
police and told them that three men were damaging a bus stop.
When the police recorded the personal data of the three men
two of them could escape. Only the third perpetrator, Naresh
Anand, was apprehended. He said that boredom and alcohol
were the reason for the misdeed.
Burglary
In the night of May 21 to May 22, 2009, Bharat Sharma
broke into the storage of an electronics store. He switched off

Offense
Vandalism

Group membership of offender

Moral credentials

German offender
Control condition
Southeast Asian offender

Burglary

German offender
Control condition
Southeast Asian offender

Robbery

the alarm system and stole electrical devices worth 1.000€.
The police was able to determine the identity of the offender
with the help of surveillance videos and to prove Bharat
Sharma guilty of burglary.
Armed robbery
On the late evening of June 10, 2009, Sudhir Khan forced
his way into a suburban home at gunpoint. He made the family
hand over cash, jewelry, and electronic devices worth approximately 8.000€. According to the family, Sudhir Khan took
what he had demanded and left the house without harming
anyone. Due to witness accounts and a detailed description
of the offender the police was able to track Sudhir Khan down
and prove him guilty of armed robbery.
Severity of punishment for each scenario in Study 1

German offender
Control condition
Southeast Asian offender

M (SD)

M adjusted

Not established
Established
Not established
Established
Not established
Established

3.44 (0.85)
3.51 (0.92)
3.73 (1.02)
3.52 (0.85)
3.31 (0.94)
3.41 (0.91)

3.45
3.52
3.79
3.51
3.23
3.42

Not established
Established
Not established
Established
Not established
Established

3.83 (0.62)
3.77 (0.93)
3.85 (0.84)
3.80 (0.65)
3.52 (0.89)
3.82 (0.81)

3.85
3.78
3.90
3.80
3.45
3.82

Not established
Established
Not established
Established
Not established
Established

4.50 (0.67)
4.60 (0.76)
4.66 (0.93)
4.48 (0.83)
4.24 (0.81)
4.48 (0.82)

4.51
4.62
4.71
4.48
4.18
4.49

Notes: N = 258. The adjusted means are adjusted for political orientation.

1

In Study 1, all three scenarios were used. In Study 2, only the vandalism scenario was used.

Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Abstract
The present research investigates cases in which leniency for offenders from lowstatus (out)groups reflects a strategy of high-status (in)groups to consolidate intergroup status
differentials. In Study 1, we found that participants from a high-status ingroup recommended
more lenient punishment for a low-status outgroup offender only when intergroup status
differentials were likely to remain stable. This leniency, however, disappeared when status
differentials were fragile. In Study 2, we found that patronizing leniency can even consolidate
intergroup status differentials: When participants learned that their ingroup had punished an
outgroup offender leniently, they considered an outgroup member who legitimately
complained about discrimination more as being a hypersensitive complainer than when they
learned that their ingroup had punished the outgroup offender more harshly or similarly as an
ingroup offender. These findings suggest that leniency for outgroup offenders can indeed be
used strategically by the ingroup to secure its advantaged status.

[146 words]

Keywords: Punishment, Outgroup Offender, Intergroup Processes, Leniency, Status Stability
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The Strategic Character and Status Preserving-Function of
Leniency for Outgroup Offenders
In October, 2008, 42-year old Benjamin (Monty) Robinson, First-Nation Canadian,
collided with a motorcyclist in Delta, British Columbia, while driving intoxicated. Instead of
helping the motorcyclist, who later died of his injuries, Robinson went home and had two
shots of vodka. Only then he returned to the scene and admitted that he was responsible for
the accident1. The judge ruled that Robinson drank the vodka to prevent the investigators from
determining how much alcohol he had consumed before driving and therefore assigned a 12month conditional sentence for obstruction of justice. Of these twelve months he will spend
one month under house arrest and the remaining eleven months under supervision of a
probation officer. In addition, the judge ordered Robinson to write an apology letter to the
motorcyclist’s family and pay $1,000 to Victim Services. Notably, according to Canadian
law, the maximum penalty for obstruction of justice is 10 years in prison. The judge stated
that one reason for the lenient punishment was the offender’s aboriginal background. The
sentence is in line with Section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code of Canada―also referred to as
the “Gladue principle”―which encourages courts to use alternatives to imprisonment, such as
restorative justice measures, when judging Aboriginal offenders. One reason for introducing
the “Gladue principle” was to account for Aboriginal peoples’ long-standing disadvantage in
Canadian society (R. v. Gladue, 1999).
The “Gladue principle” encourages courts to let the offender’s group membership
influence a punitive judgment. In the present research we examine such differential treatment
of offenders from disadvantaged groups from a psychological perspective. In contrast to the
benevolent intention of Canadian legislators, we assume that leniency for outgroup offenders
can under certain circumstancesserve ingroup members as a way to preserve the image of
their ingroup and provide them with an easy and low-cost way to maintain a positive social
identity (Braun & Gollwitzer, 2012; Gollwitzer, Keller, & Braun, 2012). We therefore refer to
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this leniency as “patronizing leniency” to account for the fact that it can be strategic and
reflect ingroup-serving goals instead of honestly positive intergroup behavior (Gollwitzer et
al., 2012). Punishing an outgroup member can threaten the ingroup’s image since it entails a
risk to appear prejudiced and discriminatory towards the outgroup. By treating outgroup
offenders leniently the ingroup can avoid these pitfalls and demonstrate that it is unprejudiced
and that it subscribes to egalitarian values.
Empirical evidence for the leniency effect can, for instance, be found in a study by
Feather and Souter (2002), who presented vignettes of hypothetical property offenses to
White Australians and varied whether the offender was either a White Australian or an
Aboriginal Australian. Their findings showed that the Aboriginal Australian offender evoked
less anger and more sympathy and was judged more leniently than the White offender.
Feather and Souter (2002) speculated that this effect may reflect “…a desire to project a
positive self-image to others that is free of prejudice toward Aboriginal Australians, a
‘politically correct’ self-image that conforms to what is perceived to be socially desirable in
the wider Australian community.” (p. 434). Their design, however, did not allow them to
disentangle whether the effect was driven by harshness toward the ingroup offender (black
sheep effect; see, e.g., van Prooijen, 2006; van Prooijen & Lam, 2007) or rather by leniency
toward the outgroup offender.
More direct empirical evidence for the assumption that outgroup leniency may reflect
a socially desirable response comes from two studies (Braun & Gollwitzer, 2012) showing
that outgroup offenders were punished more leniently than ingroup offenders and offenders
whose group membership was not explicitly mentioned3. Notably, outgroup leniency
disappeared when participants had been given an alternative opportunity to establish “moral
credentials” (cf. Monin & Miller, 2001) by expressing their support for the minority groups
the offenders came from. This corroborates the notion that outgroup leniency may sometimes
reflect a strategy to display and maintain a positive image as being unprejudiced and
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benevolent rather than a sincere attempt to foster positive intergroup relations.
Whereas the findings by Braun and Gollwitzer (2012) suggest that outgroup leniency
can be strategic, they do not necessarily provide evidence that such leniency is also
patronizing. Conceptually, patronizing means treating someone “… with an apparent kindness
which betrays a feeling of superiority” (Oxford Dictionaries, nd.). This suggests that only
high-status groups (or individuals) can behave in a patronizing manner. The patronizing
behavior presents itself as benevolent on the surface, but it may well be rooted in a motivation
to maintain and reinforce one’s higher status as an individual or group. This reasoning has
two implications: Firstly, an individual or group must be able to afford behaving in a
patronizing manner. In other words, behaving kindly, benevolently, or leniently towards a
low-status group member requires that the intergroup status differential remains stable and
secured. However, if the ingroup’s higher status was at stake, patronizing benevolence toward
an outgroup would be too risky a venture. White Australians may propose lenient sentences
for Aboriginal offenders in Australia, but Aboriginal Australian respondents are less likely to
display the same kind of strategic leniency toward a White Australian offender. Secondly,
patronizing behavior aims at further stabilizing the existing status differential. Just as related
phenomena such as “reverse discrimination” (Dutton & Lake, 1973) or “benevolent sexism”
(Glick & Fiske, 2001) may reflect a motivation to suppress collective action by the outgroup
aiming at reducing the status differential, outgroup leniency may reflect a motivation to
prevent the outgroup from complaining about being discriminated against.
Taken together, the present research tests the hypothesis that by behaving mildly
towards an outgroup offender the ingroup emphasizes that it is the dominating group in this
situation and that the outgroup depends on the ingroup’s mercy. Furthermore, by imposing
benevolence on the outgroup the ingroup sets an example of its generosity and thus prevents
the outgroup from claiming better treatment in future interactions. These assumptions are
tested in two studies. Study 1 investigates whether leniency for outgroup offenders occurs
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only when the ingroup can afford it, that is, when its superior position is secure and intergroup
status differentials are stable rather than fragile. Study 2 focuses on the notion that outgroup
leniency can further consolidate status differentials by providing the ingroup with an excuse
to ignore the outgroup’s complaints and derogate complaining outgroup members.
Study 1
The central hypothesis that we will address in Study 1 is that patronizing leniency is
more likely to occur when intergroup status differentials are stable rather than fragile. This
hypothesis corresponds with Tajfel and Turner’s (1979, 1986) notion that the strategies that
people use to maintain a positive social identity depend on the stability of status differentials.
When status differentials are stable, an effective strategy for a high-status group to secure its
superiority would be to behave magnanimously towards the outgroup (Platow et al., 1999) or
to show more subtle forms of discrimination (Haslam, 2004) such as benevolent
discrimination (Fehr & Sassenberg, 2009). For instance, Jackson and Esses (2000) found that
Canadians were willing to offer empowering forms of assistance to immigrants. However, this
willingness vanished when participants were informed that immigrants were gaining a
foothold in the job market and that economic competition was growing between Canadians
and immigrants.
By contrast, when status differentials are unstable, a different set of strategies may be
applied. Fragile status differentials cause concern and feelings of threat among high-status
ingroup members (Scheepers, 2009; Scheepers, Spears, Doosje, & Manstead, 2006) and
should lead to ingroup favoritism and more blatant forms of discrimination (Bettencourt,
Dorr, Charlton, & Hume, 2001; Haslam, 2004). Hence, it is implausible to assume that
ingroup members behave strategically leniently towards an outgroup offender if they
experience status threat. Under these circumstances it is more likely that the leniency
disappears or even reverses to a harshness effect.
Although the effect of status stability has been tested in other contexts, the present
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study is the first to test its effect in the context of sentencing decisions. A further goal of
Study 1 is to examine the (patronizing) leniency effect with arbitrary groups, that is, in a
context that is not charged with prior knowledge about and personal experiences with a
particular real-world outgroup.
Method
Participants and Design. Ninety-seven psychology students participated in the
experiment as partial fulfillment of a course requirement. One participant was excluded from
the analysis because she guessed the hypotheses correctly. The remaining 96 participants
(73% women) were between 18 and 35 years old (M=23.03, SD=3.88). They were randomly
assigned to a 2 (offender’s group membership: outgroup vs. unknown)  2 (status differential:
stable vs. fragile) between-subjects design.
Procedure. All materials were presented via computer. Participants were told that the
study would be about comparing different methods for selecting job applicants. The
experiment started with the Embedded Figures Test (EFT; Witkin, 1950; Witkin, Oltman,
Raskin, & Karp, 1971), in which participants had to decide which of five figures was hidden
in a picture that was presented in the center of the screen. The EFT was used as an ostensible
criterion for assigning participants to one of two groups that differ in their “perception style;”
these groups were referred to as “A-type” and “U-type” (for similar paradigms to assign
participants to arbitrary groups, see Scheepers, 2009; Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 1971).
After completing all 42 trials, participants were informed that they were U-types.
Manipulation of Status Stability. Information about the stability of status differentials
were integrated into the test feedback. All participants read that the results of the perception
test can predict professional success and salary. They further learned that the majority of
people in academia are U-types and that U-types have better chances on the job market and a
higher average salary than A-types. Participants in the stable condition (n=45) further read
that U-types will continue to dominate the job market in the future. Participants in the fragile
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condition (n=51) further read that due to changes on the job market it could well be possible
that A-types would dominate the job market in the near future (see Appendix A).
Offense Scenario. In the second part of the experiment, participants read about a case
of unfair behavior in a job application process that was allegedly reported by another
participant in a previous study. In the scenario participants learned that a former participant
[outgroup offender condition: “who had been categorized as A-type”; participants in the
“unknown” condition simply received no further information about the offender’s group
membership] had created an account on a web-based social network under the name of a
fellow applicant and posted offensive statements in order to reduce his competitor’s chances
of getting the job. In the “unknown” condition the offender’s group membership was not
salient (see Appendix A).
Dependent Variables. Sanction severity was measured by asking “How leniently or
severely should the offender be sanctioned?” (1=very leniently, to 6=very severely). To
further explore the scope of the leniency effect, we assessed endorsement of a punitive and a
restorative sanction. Participants received a short definition of punitive and restorative
sanctions and were asked to rate how appropriate these sanctioning forms are for the offender
(1=not appropriate, to 5=very appropriate). The description of a punitive sanction explained
that the main goal of a punitive sanction is to make the offender suffer for what he did and
that fines, admonishment, and confinement are typical forms of punitive sanctions. The
definition of a restorative sanction explained that the main goal of a restorative sanction is to
restore the harm that was done to the victim and the community and to re-integrate the
offender into the community. Typical forms of restorative sanctions are apologies, restorative
justice conferences, or the offender working for the victim or the community.
Results and Discussion
Manipulation Checks. Participants were asked to indicate to which group the offender
belonged (A-type, U-type, don’t know), and who would probably dominate the job market in
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the future (A-type, U-type, don’t know). Two participants incorrectly identified the offender
as belonging to the outgroup, and three incorrectly identified him as belonging to the ingroup.
These five participants were excluded from further analyses. Two more participants were
excluded because they (incorrectly) responded that U-types would dominate the job market in
the future in the fragile status condition. The remaining sample comprises 89 participants (72
% women; age: M=22.85; SD=3.68). In addition, the status stability manipulation and the
manipulation of the offender’s group membership were pretested in a pilot study (see
Appendix B).
Severity of Sanction. Sanction severity scores (M=3.57, SD=1.25) were submitted to a
2 (status differential: stable vs. fragile)  2 (offender: outgroup vs. unknown)-factorial
ANOVA. No main effect emerged for group membership, F(1,85)=0.42, p=.52, partial
²=.01. With regard to the status stability manipulation, participants in the fragile condition
(M=3.77, SD=1.22) tended to punish more severely than those in the stable condition
(M=3.38, SD=1.27), although this difference was not statistically reliable, F(1,85)=2.78,
p=.10, partial ²=.03. More importantly, however, we found the predicted interaction effect,
F(1,85)=4.89, p<.05, partial ²=.05. When status differentials were said to be stable, the
outgroup offender received more lenient sentences (M=2.95, SD=1.47) than the offender
whose group membership was not indicated (M=3.69, SD=1.01), F(1,85)=4.10, p<.05, partial
²=.05. However, when status differentials were said to be fragile, sentencing severity did not
differ between the outgroup offender (M=3.96, SD=1.16) and the offender whose group
membership was unknown (M=3.55, SD=1.28), F(1,85)=1.22, p=.27, partial ²=.01. Another
way to look at this interaction is to probe the simple effects of status stability within each
offender category group, separately. As expected, status stability did not influence
punishment when the offender’s group membership was unknown, F(1,85)=0.15, p=.70,
partial ²=.00. However, outgroup offenders were punished more harshly when the intergroup
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status differential was said to be fragile compared to stable, F(1,85)=7.29, p<.01, partial
²=.08.
Endorsement of Sanctioning Forms. Ratings regarding participants’ endorsement for
a sanctioning form were submitted to a 2 (status differences: stable vs. fragile)  2 (offender:
A-type vs. unknown)  2 (sanctioning form: restorative vs. punitive) mixed-model ANOVA
with the latter factor varying within participants. In general, participants preferred restorative
sanctions (M=4.16, SD=0.94) over punitive sanctions (M=2.30, SD=1.14), F(1,75)=142.88,
p<.01, partial ²=.66. No other main effects or two-way interactions were significant
(p’s>.28). More importantly, the three-way interaction was significant, F(1,75)=9.33, p<.01,
partial ²=.11 (see Figure 1). One way to look at this interaction is to break down the results
by offender group membership: In the unknown group membership condition, no conditional
main or interaction effects emerged (ps≥.17). In the outgroup offender condition, however,
the conditional status stability  sanctioning form interaction effect was significant,
F(1,33)=9.3, p<.01, partial ²=.22. Simple effects analyses revealed that when status
differences were said to be fragile (M=2.83, SD=1.15), participants were more likely to
endorse a punitive sanction than when status differences were said to be stable (M=1.88,
SD=0.99), F(1,75)=6.50, p<.05, partial ²=.08. No such effect emerged for restorative
sanctions, F(1,75)=1.22, p=.27, partial ²=.02.
A different way to look at the three-way interaction is to analyze the effect of offender
group membership on sanctioning form ratings as a function of status stability. First,
endorsements for restorative sanctions were not affected by group membership, neither in the
stable (F(1,75)=1.11, p=.30, partial ²=.02) nor in the fragile status differences condition
(F(1,75)=1.03, p=.31, partial ²=.01). Regarding participants’ endorsements for punitive
sanctions, we found the predicted effect of group membership in the fragile condition,
F(1,75)=4.63, p<.05, partial ²=.06: participants in the fragile condition considered a punitive
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sanction as more appropriate for the outgroup offender (M=2.83, SD=1.15) than for the
offender of unknown group membership (M=2.05, SD=0.85). Group membership did not
affect the endorsement of punitive sanctions in the stable condition, F(1,75)=2.23, p=.14,
partial²=.03.
It should be noted that the pattern of results regarding the endorsement of sanctioning
forms differed from the pattern for sanction severity. Firstly, offender’s group membership
and status stability did not have an effect on endorsement of a restorative sanction. One
reason for this finding could be that restorative sanctions are geared towards re-integrating the
offender into the community. Consequently, since the offender in both conditions was not an
ingroup member, manipulating the offender’s group membership did not have an effect under
these circumstances.
Secondly, regarding the endorsement of a punitive sanction, the offender’s group
membership only had an effect in the fragile status condition and not in the stable condition;
in other words, we found a harshness effect in the fragile condition rather than a leniency
effect in the stable condition. An explanation for the lack of a leniency effect − following the
rationale of moral credentialing (Monin & Miller, 2001; Braun & Gollwitzer, 2012) − could
be that after having demonstrated leniency in the sentencing severity measure, participants in
the stable status differences condition did no longer worry about the risk to appear prejudiced
when they were asked about specific sanctioning forms.
Taken together, results for our main dependent variable sanctioning severity lend
support to our prediction that people behave more leniently toward an outgroup offender
when status differentials are stable, but not when they are fragile. By showing that the ingroup
exerts leniency only when its advantaged position is secure, Study 1 provides further evidence
for the strategic character of outgroup leniency.
Study 2
Our assumption that patronizing leniency aims at maintaining intergroup status
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differentials has two empirically testable implications: First, leniency towards low-status
outgroup offenders should only occur when intergroup differentials are stable (see Study 1);
second, leniency towards low-status outgroup offenders is actually effective in maintaining
intergroup status differentials. This second implication was tested in Study 2. We assume that
by imposing benevolence on the outgroup, the ingroup can set an example of its generosity
towards the outgroup and thereby provide itself with an excuse to not take the outgroup’s
complaints seriously and to derogate complaining outgroup members in future interactions.
The notion that positive treatment of outgroup members can serve ingroup members as
legitimization of the status quo and induce them to consider the outgroup’s complaints about
discrimination as illegitimate has been recently proposed by Kaiser, Major, Jurcevic, Dover,
Brady, and Shapiro (2013). In a series of studies, these authors demonstrated that the mere
existence of a diversity program in a company made members of high-status groups (men or
Whites) less sensitive to discrimination and more likely to derogate outgroup members who
complained about discrimination and to regard them as complainers.
In Study 2, we adopted Kaiser et al.’s (2013, Experiment 5) paradigm and adapted it to
the context of patronizing leniency. We reasoned that treating an outgroup member
benevolently should make an objectively legitimate complaint by another member of the same
outgroup (e.g., being treated unfairly, being discriminated against) being considered less
legitimate from the ingroup’s perspective. Consequently, ingroup members who learned that
their group has acted benevolently against a low-status outgroup are likely to consider the
outgroup member’s complaint as inappropriate and regard the plaintiff as a hypersensitive
complainer. Patronizing leniency can hence contribute to the consolidation of status
differentials because it prevents the ingroup from taking the outgroup’s complaints and
discrimination claims seriously. Since we conceptualize patronizing leniency as a form of
benevolent discrimination, Study 2 is one of the few studies which directly test the negative
consequences and status stabilizing effect of superficially benevolent behavior (see also
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Dixon, Tropp, Durrheim, & Tredoux, 2010; Dutton & Lennox, 1974).
In Study 2, we used Germans as ingroup and Turks as outgroup. Turks are the biggest
and most prominent immigrant group in Germany. Furthermore, the status differential
between the two groups is stable and in favor of Germans: Turks in Germany are generally
less well educated and more likely to be unemployed than Germans (Babka von Gostomski,
2010; Federal Statistical Office Germany, 2012).
Method
Participants and Design. Two-hundred and twenty-five German psychology students
participated in the experiment as partial fulfillment of a course requirement. They were
between 17 and 46 years old (M=22.08, SD=3.76); 74% of them were women. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of six conditions in a 3 (leniency/harshness/control condition)
 2 (complaint/no complaint) between-subjects design.
Procedure. The study was conducted as online experiment. In the introduction,
participants were told that they would be taking part in two studies: a first one on punitive
attitudes and a second one on impression formation. At the beginning, demographic
information was assessed including an item regarding participants’ level of identification with
Germans. This item was included to make Germans as ingroup salient, but it was not included
in any further analyses. Importantly, identification did not differ as a function of any of the
independent variables (ps.21).
Leniency manipulation. In the first part of the study, participants read about the case
of 25-year old Kemal S., who was found guilty of vandalizing a public bus stop. Participants
were informed that the same bus stop had been destroyed seven months ago by 28-year old
Sebastian M., who had been sentenced to 18 months in prison for willful damage of property
and arson. The offenders’ names were used as indicators of their group membership (see
Braun & Gollwitzer, 2012). Information about the sentence the ingroup offender received was
included to provide participants with a benchmark, which allowed us to present the sentence
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for the outgroup offender as being more lenient, harsher than, or similar to the sentence for
the ingroup offender. Next, the actual leniency manipulation was administered. Participants
saw the ostensible results of a previous study in which a representative German sample had
been asked to recommend a specific punishment for Kemal S., the (outgroup) offender.
Participants learned about the alleged punishment recommendations made by their fellow
ingroup members. At that point, participants were randomly assigned into three conditions.
Participants in the leniency condition were informed that German respondents recommended a
more lenient punishment for the Turkish offender than for the German offender; participants
in the harshness condition were informed that German respondents recommended a harsher
punishment for the Turkish offender. A harshness condition was included to test whether
participants in this condition would rate the outgroup member particularly positively and
favorably because they felt the need to make amends to the outgroup for the ingroup’s harsh
sentencing recommendation. Participants in the control condition learned that German
respondents recommended exactly the same amount of punishment for the Turkish offender
as they did for the German offender (see Appendix A).
Complaint manipulation. The second part of the experiment was adopted from
Kaiser, Hagiwara, Malahy, and Wilkins (2009) and adapted to the context of the present
study. It was introduced as a study on impression formation. Participants were told that their
next task was to evaluate a person based on a critical social situation that had occurred to this
person. Participants learned that the target was a 21-year old male employee, and that his
nationality and native language were Turkish. The target told about a situation that happened
to him one afternoon on the bus. He heard a group of Germans going on about Turks and
telling nasty jokes about them. He knew the person who was telling the jokes because they
lived in the same house. At that point, participants were randomly assigned to two conditions:
In the complaint condition the account ended with the target telling the man who told the
nasty jokes to stop doing so because he found his remarks xenophobic and offensive. In the no
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complaint condition the target said he wanted to confront the joke-teller, but eventually did
not do so (see Appendix A).
Dependent variables. After reading about the critical situation that happened to the
Turkish employee, participants were asked to rate to what extent they felt he was a
complainer with seven items adopted from Kaiser and Miller (2001). Sample items are: “This
person is a complainer,” and “This person is overly critical” (Cronbach’s =.78).
Furthermore, to explore the scope of the outgroup leniency’s effect on a more general
evaluation of the target we measured to what extent participants generally liked the target
with nine adjectives (e.g., friendly, honest, dependable; Cronbach’s =.91). All items were
rated on a six-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 6 (strongly agree).
At the end of the experiment we assessed participants’ demographic information. As
manipulation check we asked whether the offender in the first study was German or Turkish
and whether the Germans surveyed in the antecedent study assigned a harsher, more lenient,
or similar sentence as the ingroup offender had received. Finally, we tested whether
participants guessed the hypotheses correctly by asking them what they thought the purpose
of the study was.
Results and Discussion
Manipulation Checks. Thirteen participants did not correctly recall whether their
ingroup members punished the outgroup offender more leniently (n=5), more harshly (n=5),
or similarly as an ingroup offender (n=3); these cases were excluded from all subsequent
analyses. All participants correctly identified the offender as Turkish. We also excluded
participants who took too long or were too fast completing the study, that is, more than 3
standard deviations above or below the mean completion time. The average completion time
was 18 minutes. Four participants were excluded because it took them more than 58 minutes
to complete the study, and six participants were excluded because it took them less than two
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minutes to complete the first part of the study. The remaining sample comprises 202
participants (76 % women; age: M=22.08; SD=3.76 years).
Complainer ratings. A 3 (leniency/harshness/control condition)  2 (complaint/no
complaint)  2 (participant gender) between-subjects ANOVA was conducted on complainer
ratings (M=2.15, SD=0.66). Participant gender did not produce a main effect and was not
involved in any interaction effects, Fs=<2.55, ps=>.11. We therefore collapsed across
participant gender in further analyses. Neither the main effect of the leniency manipulation
(F(2,196)=0.98, p=.38, partial ²=.01) nor the main effect of the complaint manipulation
(F(1,196)=0.39, p=.53, partial ²=.00) were significant. More importantly, however, we found
the predicted interaction effect, F(2,196)=3.16, p<.05, partial ²=.03 (see Figure 2). This
interaction will now be decomposed by investigating complainer ratings in the complaint vs.
no complaint conditions, separately, by employing Helmert-coded contrasts for the leniency
manipulation (contrast 1: harshness vs. control condition; contrast 2: harshness/control vs.
leniency condition).
In the no complaint condition, complainer ratings did not differ between the leniency
(M=2.06, SD=0.60), harshness (M=2.20, SD=0.67), or control conditions (M=2.14, SD=0.72),
and both contrasts were non-significant (ps=.43 and .71 for contrast 1 and contrast 2,
respectively). In the complaint condition, complainer ratings in the harshness (M=2.06,
SD=0.59) and control conditions (M=2.06, SD=0.66) did not significantly differ from each
other (contrast 1: p=.99), whereas complainer ratings were, as expected, significantly higher
in the leniency condition (M=2.45, SD=0.71) than in the other two (p<.01).Another way to
look at this interaction is to probe the simple effects of complaint vs. no complaint in each of
the three leniency manipulation conditions, separately. In the leniency condition, complainer
ratings were higher when the Turkish employee who had been offended by nasty xenophobic
jokes actually complained, F(196)=5.74, p=<.05, partial ²=.03, but notably, the difference
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between complaining and non-complaining targets disappeared in the control and the harsh
punishment conditions, F0.25, p.62, partial ².00.
Favorable impression. Favorability ratings (M=4.35, SD=0.83) were negatively
correlated with complainer ratings (r=-.36, p<.01). They were submitted to a 3
(leniency/harshness/control condition)  2 (complaint/no complaint)  2 (participant gender)
between-subjects ANOVA. First, there was a significant main effect of gender,
F(1,186)=6.55, p<.05, partial ²=.03, indicating that women evaluated the target more
favorably (M=4.39, SD=0.81) than men (M=4.00, SD=0.95). Second, the complaining
outgroup member was rated more favorably (M=4.47, SD=0.83) than the outgroup member
who did not complain (M=4.14, SD=0.87), F(1,186)=12.04, p<.01, partial ²=.06. Third, the
gender  complaint interaction was significant, F(1,186)=7.16, p<.01, partial ²=.04,
indicating that in the no complaint condition, women (M=4.33, SD=0.75) rated the outgroup
member more favorably than men (M=3.64, SD=0.97), p<.01, whereas no gender effect
existed in the complaint condition, p=.94.
More importantly, neither the main effect of the leniency manipulation (F(2,186)=0.84,
p=.43, partial ²=.01) nor the remaining interactions were significant, Fs=<0.94, ps=>.39.
Taken together, this pattern suggests that the leniency manipulation did not affect the extent to
which participants generally liked the target. Neither did participants in the leniency condition
derogate the complaining target, nor did participants in the harshness condition rate him
overly positively.
In Study 2, we tested the assumption that patronizing leniency displayed by a highstatus ingroup towards a low-status outgroup offender can consolidate existing intergroup
status differentials by serving the ingroup as an excuse to ignore the outgroup’s discrimination
claims. In line with previous theorizing (Gollwitzer et al., 2012), we found that when
participants learned that their ingroup had punished an outgroup offender leniently, they
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considered an outgroup member who legitimately complained about discrimination more as
being a hypersensitive complainer than when they learned that their ingroup had punished the
outgroup offender more harshly or similarly as an ingroup offender.
Interestingly, and in contrast to Kaiser et al.’s (2013) findings, we found no effect of
the leniency manipulation on favorability ratings for the target. Hence, the ingroup’s leniency
does not lead to a general derogation of the target; rather, participants disapprove of an
outgroup member complaining about discrimination when the outgroup has received lenient
treatment before. This is in line with the notion of patronizing leniency as a means to maintain
the ingroup’s superiority: as long as the outgroup behaves and respects the ingroup’s
superiority it is rewarded with positive treatment (see also Glick & Fiske, 2001; Jackman,
1994), but as soon as outgroup members confront the ingroup and question its superiority they
are derogated as being overly critical and hypersensitive.
The results for the harshness condition did not differ from the control condition.
Although it would have been conceivable that ingroup members treat an outgroup complainer
more nicely after they learned that their fellow ingroup members had punished an offender
from the same outgroup more harshly, we did not find such a moral compensation effect
(Joosten, van Dijke, Van Hiel, & De Cremer, in press) in our data. However, the favorability
ratings were relatively high in all three conditions. It is possible that all participants were
eager to compensate for the discriminatory behavior of their ingroup members in the bus
scenario and therefore rated the outgroup member extra positively. Hence, the moral
compensation effect might have been there in the harshness condition, but was difficult to
detect because of the bus scenario which also called for compensation.
General Discussion
In the current research we extend previous research on patronizing leniency by
addressing two hitherto untested but central issues of the concept and provide further
empirical evidence for our conceptualization of patronizing leniency as a strategic way to
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consolidate the ingroup’s superiority. In Study 1, we could demonstrate that leniency for
outgroup offenders occurs when status differentials between in- and outgroup are stable, but
not when they are fragile. The findings of Study 1 show that leniency can sometimes be a
hypocritical way to maintain status differentials and provide further evidence for the strategic
character of patronizing leniency: The higher status ingroup exerted leniency only when its
advantaged position was secure and when leniency was affordable for them.
In Study 2, we could show that when participants learned that their ingroup had
punished an outgroup offender leniently, they considered an outgroup member’s legitimate
complaint as unjustified and derogated the plaintiff as a hypersensitive complainer. The
results of Study 2 demonstrate that patronizing leniency―just as other forms of benevolent
discrimination―can indeed have negative consequences for the outgroup. Exerting leniency
provides the ingroup with an example of their benevolence towards the outgroup and thereby
deprives the outgroup of the opportunity to be taken seriously when they have a complaint
about the ingroup in the future.
Having provided evidence on the nature and implications of patronizing leniency, the
next step would be to investigate the psychological mechanism behind its negative
consequences. Does learning about the ingroup’s leniency create an illusion of benevolence,
similar to the illusion of fairness discussed by Kaiser et al. (2013)? Does the ingroup’s prior
leniency provide individual ingroup members with vicarious moral credentials (Kouchaki,
2011)? Although it is only based on the treatment of a single outgroup member, learning
about the ingroup’s leniency could induce the belief that the outgroup is treated well and lead
to the opinion that the outgroup should be thankful for everything the ingroup does for it and
that it therefore does not have the right to complain.
Future research should further investigate how the outgroup feels as target of
patronizing leniency. Do outgroup members perceive the leniency as strategic and therefore
reject it? Or does the ingroup’s leniency have a pacifying effect on the outgroup and prevent it
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from complaining about discrimination in future interactions? The latter argument resonates
with findings from research on intergroup contact showing that positive contact with ingroup
members leads to less protest and collective action from the outgroup (Dixon et al., 2010).
Conclusion
The current research aims to shed more light on the question when and why ingroup
members treat outgroup offenders particularly leniently. Our results demonstrate that leniency
can sometimes be a strategic way to maintain status differentials. The ingroup exerts leniency
only when its advantaged position is secure and when leniency is affordable for them. The
mere prospect that status differentials might erode in the future is enough to make the
ingroup’s benevolence vanish. Moreover, and even worse for the low-status outgroup, the
ingroup can use the leniency as excuse to ignore the outgroup’s claims in future interactions.
By demonstrating how social identity concerns can influence punitive reactions, our
research is an important step towards understanding lay peoples’ sentencing behavior.
Furthermore, it is a further step to unmask the detrimental effects of seemingly benign
behavior like benevolent discrimination and provides further evidence for its role as a means
to maintain social inequalities.
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Footnotes
1

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/no-jail-time-for-disgraced-ex-mountie-

monty-robinson-1.1241676
2

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2012/08/24/benjamin-monty-robinson-rcmp_n_1829106.html

3

By introducing a control group without information on the offender’s group membership as

baseline condition we could demonstrate that the leniency-effect is not driven by a
particularly harsh punishment for the ingroup offender and thus differentiate it from the black
sheep effect.
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Appendix A
English translation of the scenarios and manipulations used in Study 1 and 2

Study 1

Manipulation of Status Stability:
All participants read the following text:
“It has been shown that the results of the perception test can predict professional
success and salary. The majority of people in academia are U-types, whereas A-types
are the minority. Up to now, U-types have better chances on the job market and a
higher average salary than A-types.”

stable condition (n=45)
“According to experts, U-types will continue to dominate the job market in the
future.”

fragile condition (n=51)
“Requirements on the job market have changed during the last ten years. These
changes could mean that A-types become more sought after on the job market, and
that they will have better chances than U-types. According to experts, it is well
possible that A-types will dominate the job market in the future.”

Scenario
“One of the participants [outgroup offender condition: “who was earlier categorized
as A-type”; participants in the “unknown” condition received no further information
about the offender’s group membership] admitted having created an account on a
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web-based social network (Facebook, MySpace, etc.) with the name of a fellow
applicant in order to harm this person. The participant posted offensive pictures and
statements on the other person’s account, which damaged his reputation and made
him appear unqualified and unmotivated in the eyes of the company.”

Study 2

Leniency manipulation:
Leniency and harshness condition [harshness condition in brackets]:
“German respondents were in general rather lenient [rather harsh] in their
punishment recommendation for Kemal S. Eighty per cent of the German respondents
questioned recommend a more lenient [a harsher] punishment for Kemal S. than for
Sebastian M., who had committed a similar offense several months before.”

Control condition:
“In general, the punishment German respondents recommended for Kemal S.
corresponds with what they recommended for Sebastian M., who had committed a
similar offense several months before.”

Complaint manipulation:
The target’s account of a critical social situation:
“Some weeks ago, as I was on the bus home, I heard a group of Germans going on
about Turks. I knew one of them because he is living in the same house as I do. He was
joking that Turks are only good for selling doner kebab and that they have no business
in politics or executive positions. He also told some jokes about Turks which I do not
want to repeat here. He didn’t notice that I was on the bus. When the bus stopped and
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we got off, he saw me and was immediately quiet.”

Complaint condition:
“I confronted him in the presence of the others and told him that I found his remarks
xenophobic and offensive.”
No complaint condition:
“I wanted to confront him and tell him that I found his remarks xenophobic and
offensive, but I didn’t do it.”
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Appendix B
Pilot Study to Study 1
A pilot study was conducted in order to assess the effectiveness (and the construct
validity) of our experimental manipulations. First, we needed to make sure that our status
stability manipulation affected perceptions of status stability, and not, for example, existing
status differentials between the two groups. This difference is important because we wanted to
show that outgroup leniency is decreased by the mere indication that status differentials might
change in the future, and not by a change in perceived status per se. If participants in the
fragile condition perceived their ingroup’s status as lower than the outgroup’s (and not as
higher but fragile, as we intend), this would affect the way they construe the situation (i.e.,
punishing the offender from the perspective of a low-status group instead of a high-status
group). Second, we wanted to rule out the possibility that participants in the unknown group
membership condition perceived the offender as belonging to their ingroup. This would be
problematic because then we could not rule out the possibility that our results merely reflect a
black sheep effect.
The pilot study was realized as an online experiment. All participants received the
same feedback and instructions as participants in the main study. However, instead of
assessing sanction severity and endorsement of a sanctioning form, pilot study participants
were asked to rate the perceived status and status stability of U- and A-types. Perceived status
was assessed with 5 items (α=.89; e.g., “The group of U-types has a higher status than the
group of A-types”), and status stability was assessed with 7 items adopted from Halabi,
Dovidio, and Nadler (2012) and from Nadler, Harpaz-Gorodeisky and Ben-David (2009; e.g.,
“In a few years, there will be no more differences between U- and A-types regarding chances
on the job market;” α=.86). Finally, participants were asked to indicate whether the statement
“The participant who created the fake profile for his competitor belonged to the group of Utypes” was true or false, and to rate the probability that the offender belonged to the group of
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U-types (i.e., participants’ ingroup) on a scale from 1 (very low) to 6 (very high).
Participants. One-hundred and fifty-five psychology students participated in the study
as partial fulfillment of a course requirement. Eight participants were excluded because their
completion time was more than 2 standard deviations above the average completion time
(M=1411.55 sec, SD=1374.60) and five participants were excluded because they did not
finish the study. In these cases it is highly probable that participants were distracted from the
study and that the manipulations ceased to have an effect. The remaining 142 participants
(75.4% women) were between 18 and 34 years old (M=22.75, SD=3.32). Thus, the sample
was very similar to the sample in the main study and offered good comparability.
Offender’s group membership. Only 9 of the 142 participants (i.e., 6.3 %) categorized
the offender incorrectly as an ingroup member (5 in the outgroup offender condition and 4 in
the unknown group membership condition). Furthermore, the possibility that the offender
belonged to the ingroup (U-type) was rated as equally unlikely in both the outgroup offender
(M=2.44, SD=1.47) and the unknown group membership condition (M=2.18, SD=1.30),
t(140)=1.09, p=.28, d=.19. Thus, we can rule out that participants in the “unknown group
membership” condition believed that the offender belonged to their ingroup.
Perceived status. Perceived status and status stability ratings were submitted to two
separate 2 (status differential: stable vs. fragile)  2 (offender: outgroup vs. unknown)
between-subjects ANOVAs. Importantly, perceived status ratings did not differ between the
stable status (M=3.86, SD=1.34) and the fragile status condition (M=3.68, SD=1.29),
F(1,138)=0.73, p=.40, partial ²=.01, and neither the main effect of offender’s group
membership, F(1,138)=2.48, p=.12, partial ²=.02, nor the interaction were significant,
F(1,138)=0.56, p=.45, partial ²=.00. However, as intended, ratings of status stability reliably
differed between the stable status (M=3.31, SD=1.22) and the fragile status condition
(M=2.76, SD=0.75), F(1,138)=10.29, p<.01, partial ²=.07. Neither the main effect of the
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offender’s group membership F(1,135)=0.08, p=.78, partial ²=.00, nor the interaction were
significant here, F(1,135)=0.09, p=.76, partial ²=.00.
The results of the pilot study show that (a) our status stability manipulation influenced
perceived status stability as intended, and that (b) participants in the unknown group
membership condition did not mistakenly perceive the offender as ingroup member.
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